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THE LIBERTY
BOYS AND THE QUEEN'S RANGERS
.
-OR-

RAIDING THE RAIDERS
By H ARRY MOORE
CHAPTER I.

"

"Very good, Jack. This way. W'hat's your name?"
"Henry Clinton."
Hen'r1J Clint<ln.
"H'm! Mine's Harry. Come ahead. I'll take you t9
the captain's tent."
A boy about sixteen years of age was halted by a sen"Good looking chap!" muttered Jack Warren, the sentry at ::i camp in the woods in lower Westchester, New try. "But a little too careful about himself. Why, he's
Y 01'/c.
got a complexion like a girl,' and then Jack began te
It was shortly after the battle of Monmouth Court House whist.le.
·
in New Jersey.
"What's up, Jack?'' asked a boy in the uniform of a secon•
The Briti!!h had retreated to New York and Knyphausen lieutenant, coming up at that moment.
and his Hessians were again at Kingsbridge.
.
"Nothing that I know, :\1ark. Why do you ask?"
In the vicinity were Simcoe's Queen's Rangers, Delancey's
"Now, see here, i\fr. Jack,"s aid Mark Morrison, between
refugees, some of Donop's Yagers and other independent and whom and the youn~: Hol<lier there was a strong friendship,
mercenary ·bodies.
"you know you always whistle when there's something on
'!'heir object was to make incursions into Westchester, one you r mind ."
•1'.the famous neutral grounds of the Revolution.
"Yes; so I do, Mark," quietly.
.
~· :;; prevent the depredations of the Queen's Rangers .and
"And you were whistling just now. What is it?"
others, General Charles Scott, of Virginia , took post on
"I am not quite ready to say, Mark," and Jack laughed.
the Greenburg Hills, his lef t being extended toward new "Wait till Dick comes out."
Rochelle.
"Ye$' Eut, Jack-"
Between the Br onx River and Yonkers and to the south
·'Ti.at's all I can say," and Jack continued to march up
of the latter was the camp of the Liberty Boys
and clown with his musket on his shoulder.
These were one hun dred patriot youths, belonging to West_Meanwhil~ H~ry Thurb~r, condu~ting t~es tran~e boy tcJ
chester, mostly, who were fighting for independence and p ick Slaters tent, met a Jolly looking Irish boy JUSt comhad already done J?ood service in the cauFe.
mg out.
'l'he noy 1ia::e<" by t:ie sent ry who ~as a boy himself 1 "ls Dirk busy, .Patsy '! ''
wore coarse homespun, woolen hose, serviceablesho es and
"Sure he is, atin' a foine bowl of soup I. do be after
1 taken' io um," was the reply of Patsy Bramugan, one of
a cocked hat.
He was f r___ ~!Id somewhat delicate looking for a boy, but ~he Liberty Boys, the company cook and a great fllnmaker
seemed not to lack determination.
m the camp.
.
;;Halt!." r:aid the boy 1n u~iform. "What do you want?" 1 "What is it, Harry?" asked Dick Slater himself,, look·
ls this the csmp of the Liberty Boys?" asked the boy in ing out.
homespun.
He was a well-bunt, handsome boy, with brown hair and
"Well?" asked the other, who was a da shing-looking, hand- gray-blue eyes a nd an air of great determination.
some boy.
"A boy t o see you. He says he has matters of impor•
"I wish to see Captain Dick Slater."
lance to talk about."
"He is engaged at this moment."
"Very good. Come in, my lad. What can I do for
"I have some imoortant news for him :md I wish to talk you?"
()n other matters." •
"I wish to join the Liberty Boys, but I have other things
"Harrv," said the sentr:it, calling to a boy passing at a to tell you first. The Queen's Rangers are about to make
litt}e diista nce.
a raid into Westchester."
' Yes ~ " coming forward.
"I expected that they- would be doin" something short•T&Jrie thi9 b~y to Dick'a tent. I guess it's all right."
ly. Simcoe is never idle ~ong."
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"I know some Of the nouses whicn they intend raiding.
"This boy wants to join , tlie , Liberty Boys, Bob," quiet~
! have copied the list. I would have taken it, but they would ly.
have missed it."
"Well, he seems al: right. Ride, shoot, run, swim and
"And perhaps made up another, which · you would have all that?"
known nothing about. Yours was the better plan. Won't you
"So he says. I'll b" there in a moment, boys.''
sit down? Harry!" looking out.
The two lieutenants left the tent and Dick said:
" Yes?" Ilarry being at some little distance.
"Th:!re is only one objection, Henry.''
"Send Bob here."
'"WhaG is t! .... i; ?"
Bob Estabrook was the first lieutenant of the Liberty
"That th ~rc are no gir ls smong the Liberty Boys!"
Boys and D;C;k Slater 's dearest friend.
I
"All right," said Harry.
"What is your name ?" asked Dick.
"Henry Clinton. I live at Kingsbridge. My father keeps
an inn, the 'Sheaf and Sickle.' You may know t he place?"
CHAPTER II.
"Yes, I · have seen it."
.At that moment Bob enterr·d.
A Surprise for the Rairlers.
Henry had taken a seat on a stool, and now :Cick
said:
Henry Clinto·1 flush ed violently, t hen turned pale and
"This boy has brought some important i nformat ion, Bob ; seeme.-! abo;~t to swoon, and fi nally s. aid, in a low t one :
no less than a list of houses which the Qu een's Rangers
" Then you kn o,,.'!"
'
are going to raid."
"Yes, :rn<l have from the fir st. For all tha ~, I believe
"Jove!" cried Bob, who was o~ an impulsive, imoetnom• you t o be a sincere,· hones't, patriotic girl, brave and fea rnature. " 'That is something to know, Dick. "\Ve must r aid l t~s , and n.ady and able to help the cause in many
the raiders.''
wnys.''
"Let me see the li st, Henry," said Dick.
"Then you meant it "·hen you said yo".l would help
The boy took a folded paper from the inner pocket of his me?"
coat and handed it to Dick.
"Yes. You may go with us now. I will get you a
"Y~s, th~se are all the names of patriots," the young horse."
captam said. "Some of them are rich, and all are . in"rhen I may help the Liberty Boys, even if I am not
fluential.''
one?"
.
"The raid is to begin to-day," said the boy. "I could
"Yes, f or I believe you,,will be a very good spy, and in
not get here before. I had to walk. I could not get a horse t hat way be of great use.
They would have suspected me."
·
"I will do wha tever you say," Henry said.
"Is your father a patriot?" Dick asked.
"What is your name?"
"He is whatever seems begt at the moment He is not
"Henrietta, but I am called Henry often.''
my real father, but my stepfather. My mother is dead.''
"Then we will call you Henry still. Not all the boys
"Go and tell the boys to get ready to go upon the march need know your secre~.''
at once, Bob.''
"Thank you!" fee!mgly.
Bob sprang up and left the tf>nt in a hurry.
Dick then went 0~1t, jumped upon. a beautiful, coal-black
"So you wish to join the Liberty Boys?" Dick asked.
hoEse ?f purse Arab1ar; blood, and s~;d:
"Yes, to serve my country.''
"Ca1l, .get Henry <;:lI~ton .a horse.
. .
"Can you ride a horse?"
. All n ghd, Gapt am, said a fat German boy, we1ghmg
"Very well.''
qmte two hundred pounds.
.
.
" Can you shoot a musket or a ·pistol?"
He ran off and soon retur~ed with a horse, which Henry
"Both. I am a good shot.'
m~~nted and t?ok ~er place with the boz,s. .
"Can you swim run and do oth thin
like that?"
. Dot was em fme veller, I bet me, said Carl Gooke~"Yes,,
'
er
gs
sp1eler to Patsy, as they rode off at a gallop, "und will
"Yo,; are ready to face death in the cause?"
m~1ge. one off do:ie ~ibe~ty Poys pooty goot, I bet me.''
The boy trembled but answered.
Y1s, so he will, said Patsy.
.
"Yes; if I die it ~ill be in a good cause.''
Off, they rode, at. good spe~d, for the firs~ house on the
"Then you are ready to take the oath to do all in your Queens ~angers h st was still at a good d1s~nce.
power for your country and to stand by the Liberty Boys
Th~ ra1de~s may hav~ already set out, and it was therein all things right?"
fore 1mpe1·ative to exercise all haste.
"I am!" firmly.
On they went, and patriots cheered them as they rode
Sounds of preparation for the march were heard with- past:
.
out and all was bustle, but no confusion.
Mile after mile they rode, '.lnd Henry showed ~bat she
In a short time a number of the Liberty Boys bad drawn had not boasted when she said that she co~ld r ide well.
up in a line, mounted and ready, in the com an street . They passed one house after ai;other which had been
outside Dick's tent.
p y
listed fo.~ plunder, b!lt as yet nothlng had . been dof1:e·
"You swear that this list is absolutely correct?" asked
_The first o~ the hst was yei to be reached, and it was
Dick
still at some distance by the r oad.
.
·
There was a short cut to it across fields and through
"Yes. I copied it from the list one of Simcoe's officers woods to the r ear, however.
showed to my father. I found it in his room.''
Then ::;uddenly a boy appeared, riding furiously on a
"He lived at the inn?"
horse without saddle or bridle.
"~~ had quarters there. He is one of the higher offi"Whoa!" he yelled, digging his heels into the horse's
cers.
sides.
"And you said nothing to any one about it?"
The boys parted their ranks to give him time to stem.
"You are the first.''
"The Rangers are raidin' our house!" he gasped.
"Do you know the risk you ;:-:;;-; ?"
""i.'b.ey've <'lh ven everybody out oi .it, and they're i:oing U>
"Thoroughly. I am sick of the hypocrisy I see arounCI set it on fire! "
me every day, indignant at the excesses of these men who
"Dismount, half of you," said Dick, quickly leaping frol1'1
call the.>:nsPJ~e.s soldie..Ts, and ruix.ious to do something .for 1~for, his black Arabian. "Take the other by the huq,.
my country..i;oo.~
"Good! You shall do something. I will help you all
Mark, .Jack, Harry Thurber and two-score more leaped
I can.''
from their hcrses and followed Dick.
"And you will take me into the Liberty Boys?"
They fairly raced across fields and through the woodi,
More and more of the boys had gathered outside and to get to the house.
all seemed eager to get off.
It, - l ~ than a thlrd of the distance by the road.
Bob and Mark came into the tent, and Bob said:
Once t;
•ght a glimpse of the h·:mse through the
"We are all ready, Dick. Major is saddled and just trees and saw -i~dco:its building a fire on the la vn.
putside.''
The house was a. large, roomy one, with a cent ral hall
1·
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and a great front porch and had been open to many a good
patriot on all occasions.
"Forward!" cried Dick. "We may yet be in time to
save it."
Redcoats were seen coming out and going into the
house, and there was no doubt that they were plundering
it.
They had not seen the Liberty Boys, being too busy at
their lawless work.
On dashed the boys, Dick in the lead, all aro..ious to fall
upon the Queen's Rangers and raid the r aid ers.
Every boy held his musket in readiness to fire upon the
enemy at sight.
At last they were in the woods just back of the house,
their coming being as yet unsuspected.
The raiders, having got all of the valuables out of the
house, were about to set fire to it, gathering brands for
that purpose.
At this moment Dick and the Liberty Boys appeared,
firing a volley as they pressed forward.
The Ra ngers were taken completely by surprise.
One brawny redcoat, rushing forward with a firebrand
in one hand and a musket in the other, staggered backward as a bullet struck him.
Another, taking a brand from the fire to help with the
evil work, fell forward, almost upon the fire itself.
He picked himself up hastily and fled toward the road.
The gallant boys, led by Dick, came dashing up with a
cheer, firing a pistol volley.
The plunderers, coming out of the house, dropped their
bundles a nd fled.
Some f ell as they ran and some escaped.
Other Rangers now came swarming up, .but _the Libe~-ty
Boys massed themselves on the lawn, forming m open hne
and met the enemy resolutely.
Then a loud cheer was heard, and Bob Estabrook and
the rest of the Liberty Boys were seen coming up at a
.
,,
.
gallop.
"Down with the Rangers! Scatter the raiders! cried
Dick.
"Liberty forever!" echoed the fearless youths. "Raid the
raiders! Down with them!"
The Ra ngers, not knowing how many were coming and
fearing an entire army, fled in the greatest consternation.
"Hooroo !" roared Patsy, who was with Bob. "Don't
give thim no quarther, the vilyans ! Shoot thim down loike
wolves, for th,at's all they are, the robbers!"
The Liberty Boys had no love for the Queen's Rangers
and sought every opportunity to do them harm.
These men were native-born, who had espoused the
Loyalist cause and turned their hands against their country,
and the Liberty Boys had only contempt for them.
They had an honest dislike for the Bi;itish, but !or Hessians, Yagers, Cowboys and these American Loyalists they
had a supreme contempt.
Assailed on all sides, the Rangers filed in the direction
of Kingsbridge and before long not one of them was to be

.

seen.

"They won't return in a hurry," said Dick; "hut it
may be as well to follow them up a bit and see that they are
well on their way."
Bob had brought up the horses ridden by Dick and the
others, who had taken the short cut, and now the boys remounted.
Riaing up to Dick, Henry dismounted and said:
"I would better return as I came, in order not to excite
suspicion."
"Very good. But we will hear from you shortly?"
"Yes and thank you very much for your kindness."
"I shall no doubt have some suggestions for your shortly,
upon which you can work."
"Very good. I will do my best."
Then the boy, as the greater part of the Liberty Boys
supposed Henry to be, struck off down a path leading to the
wQP<is and quickl;y disa_Ppeared.
gomg ~o oe one of the Liberty Boys?" asked
••lJsn"l;
Mark.
"Hen:ry will aid us in many ways and more effectually
tlia'l'l by ~Ing or.a o! ~ Liberty Boys," was Dick's reply.
Then Jack Warren rode up close to Dick and whispered
·
aomethi~ in his ear.

ne
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"Yes," said Dick, with a smile.
Later, as they were riding on at an easy gait, Marlt
said to Jack.
"You did not tell me what you were whistling about."
"No, so I did not," wit h a laugh.
"And what did you whisper to Dick just now?"
"That was what I was whistling about,'' with another
•
~q~
"Yes, but what was it?"
Jack fell back, and when Mark joined him said:
"You remember my sister Dolly?"
"Yes; but what has that got to--"
''You know how she put on a suit of my clothes and
my name as well and joined the Liberty Boys, just before
the battle 0f Monmouth ?"
"Yes, I remember. Moll Pitcher found her out and then
·
you joined in her place."
"Exactly. Dick is wiser now. That's why I whistled
when she came in."
" She? Who is she?"
"Henry Clinton,'' shortly.
"Jove! Do you mean it, Jack? Is Henry a girl?"
"Yes."
"How do you know?"
"I asked Dick and he said yes. You heard him, didn't
you?"
"Well, I never thought of such a thing."
"You want to study girls more," laughed Jack.

,

CHAPTER IIL

T'Y'oublesome Tories.
There seeming to be no chance of the Queen's Rang.
ers returning at that time, th~ Liberty Boys turned back"'
and set out for their own camp.
They halted within a few miles of it, however, and
Dick, leaving Mark in charge, rode off with Bob.
"Remain here an hour or two, Mark,'' Dick said, "and
if you hear of any tr<>uble go at once to the spot."
Then he and Dick set off to §0 a few miles north.
Dick and Bob lived in Westchester and Dick wished to
go he.me for a short time.
Dick's sister Edit h was Bob's sweetheart, while Alice
Estabrook reversed these relations, being the sweetheart of
Dick and the sister of Bob.
The boys set off at a gallop and arrived in the neigh·
borhood of their homes early in the afternoon.
They were rirling at a leisurely gait to give their horses
a rest, when along came a dozen evil-looking boys of their
own age or a little younger.
"There are those Tory bullies,'' said Bob. "Look out for
trouble, Dick."
"They may get more than they bargain for," in a tone
of determination.
The crowd of boys, who were Tories, as Bob had said, and
bore an evil reputation, now came forward.
A big, hulking boy, with a red, and not overclean
face, broke off a good sized splinter from a rail fence and said,
boastingly:
"We're goin' ter lick you young rebels, so look out for
yerselves."
"We've just scattered a lot of Queen's Rangers, Scroggs,
,
.
so you'd better go slow,'' said Bob.
"Git down off'n your horses an' we'll hck yer good an'
hard,'' said another boy, whose name was Hank Jones.
"Get out of the way, you bullies!" said Dick, sharply. "We
have no time to waste on you, so clear out. Come along, '
Bob!"
The two boys then put their horses to their paces and
shot forward.
The Tory boys would not be advised and tried to stop
the two young patriots.
The result was most disastrous to the bullies.
Young Scroggs was sent rolling into the· ditch with a
biack eye. Hank Jones was thrown against the fence and
others roughly handled.
Some were upset in the dusty road; some got cuts from
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Reaching the camp some time before dark, tney folilld
Dick's or Bob's whips as the boys flew past, and scarcely
that the Liberty boys had returned.
one escaped a rough shaking.
"We had a brush with a party of Delancey's Cowboys,,,.
Then Dick and Bob went on and soon disappeared.
Reaching the Estabrook cottage, the boys found both said Mark, "and put them to flight."
"Good!" exclaimed both Dick and Bob in a breath.
girls there, the two being frequent visitors and rarely to be
"We didn't hear any more of the other raiders, how·
found apart.
ever, and so we returned."
Dick related the adventure of the morning, and added:
"General Scott will keep a watch on them," said Dick,
"I think the girl will make a good spy, but she may
not want to r emain at home, and so I thought I would get "and I think they will be careful when they start to fill out
that list of theirs."
you two girls interested."
"They never will fill it out if we can help it,'' declared
"Bring her up here, Dick," said Alice. "I should very
Bob, hotly.
much like to meet her."
"I don't suppose you two boys have been gone all this
"She is a brave girl, brother," added Edith; ''but if
she would like to be with us part of the time, I am sure time without having something happen?" said one of
the jolliest of the troop, a boy of the name of Ben Spur•
we could make it pleasant for her."
" That's the sort of girl," declared Alice, who was much lock.
"It would be something very unusual if they did not
like her brother Bob. "She will be sure to do something. It seems to me, sometimes as if I did not do all I have some sort of an adventure," put in Harry Judson,
Harry Thurber's chum.
could."
"There was nothing particular," laughed Bob. "We
" No one else thinks so, then, my girl," laughed Dick.
"Why, you are a famous patriot, and are all the time doing scattered those young Tory bullies and afterward had a
brief discussion with the fathers of some of them; but it
something."
"They both of them are," added Bob. "Why, you don't was hardly worth talking about."
"I knew something must have happened," observed
have to put on boots and breeches to be a patriot."
Mark. "It is rare t!:iat it does not when you two g()
"As if I would!" laughed Alice.
• "Jack Warren's sister did it, and so I did Henry; but, as out."
Early the next morning Dick put on an ordinary suit
I say, it is not necessary."
"You boys are afraid we would get all the attention if of clothes, jumped on Major and set off for Kingsvbddge
•
to see if he could lea1·n anything of the enemy's plans.
we did," returned Alice, shyly.
It was a dangerous undertaking, but Dick never held
"Why, Alice, you know we couldn't do that," said Edith,
back on account of danger, and, in fact, it was often a~
who was of a gentler nature, but a very lovable girl.
"I don't wa nt to," laughed Alice; "but I don't think any incentive to him.
Riding on at good speed, he reached Kingsbridge in
the less of Dorothy Warren and Henry Clinton for doing
g·ood t_ime, and, putting up his horse, entered the Shea{
so."
"Why, no, and I hear that Jack's sister is a very fine and Sickle, where almost the first person that he met was
Henry.
girl."
"Will Freeman has been talking to you," chuckled Bob,
Will having a great liking for Jack's sister.
CHAPTER IV.
"Then I'll send or bring her up," said Dick, "and now
I think we will run over to the house for a short time and
Dick Slater in Danger.
then return."
Dick Slater's father had been killed at. the beginning
The girl was dressed in a plain, dark frock, without4
of the war by a treacherous Tory neighbor-the father
of young Scroggs, by the way-and his mother was an the least bit of ribbon or orname 1~ t o.f any sort.
She looked very attractive, never theless and Dick di4 J
invalid, having never wholly recovered from the shock.
·
'
When his father fell dead Dick had seized a rifle and not wonder that Jack had noticed her.
"It is dangerous for you to be here " Henry said in a
shot Scroggs, inflicting a mortal wound.
'
low tone. "The Hessians are not far a~ay."
d
·
"Th
Young Scroggs had sworn to be avenged on Dick for
1ong as they do not recognize
so
anger
no
~~:tl~.
me,"
to
up
but
him;
this and was always throwing it up to
"No, I suppose not; but your black horse is well known
this time be bad never done anything.
On t he contrary, the boys seldom encountered each to them."
"I have put him in the barn, where he will not be
other that Dick did not give the Tory bully a well-deserved
·
noticed."
thrashing.
Dick entered the coffee room and took a seat at a window
The two girls accompanied Dick and Bob to the Slater
cottage, but nothing was said of the affair of the morn- looking out upon the road.
There were few persons in the room, all being farmers
ing, as neither Dick nor Edith wished to excite their
·
of the neighborhood.
mother.
One or two of them Die~ knew to be Tories, but of the '
After a short visit, therefore, the two boys jumped into
rest he was doubtful.
the sa ddle and set off at a lively rate for the camp.
There were no soldiers present, and the conversation was
They had gone about two miles when, as they turned a
sc~rcely likely to interest him.
bend in the road, Bob said:
"You have heard nothing?" asked Dick, cautiously, as
"Here's more trouble, Dick. Those boys have been
telling their fathers that we beat them without cause, as Henry came forward to take his order.
"See what the young gentleman requires, Henry," said
usual, and the men are going to take it up."
Three or four rough-looking men were standing in the t1\e landlord. a round·~1mclM,d, red-faced man of most
officious manners.
road, evidently waiting for the boys to come along.
Dick ordered some bread and cheese and a glass of but.
As Dick and Bob r~e on the men advanced and spread
termilk.
out.
"No, they are quiet for the moment," the girl answeredJ 1
"Look here, Slater!" began one, an evil-looking fellow.
as she went away.
"You just gotter stop--"
·
The landlord came up.
"Yes, I know all about it," answered Dick, shortly.
"Stranger in the neighborhood?" he asked, taking ..,
"Hank has been telling you lies again and you have beseat.
lieved him."
"No, not entirely."
"Now, see here, I ain't ergoin' ter have yer torkin' erbout
"Your face does not seem very familiar...
my boy like that."
"I have not been luu-e of lat?," shortlv.
"I don't see how you can help it, seeing that it is the
"You like tne placs, c;of course? Otherwise :r~ woatl"
"
tl'uth," snapped Dick.
1
He had stopped, but now he urged his horse forward and not come·a second tlme:""No."
Jones was obliged to jump aside in great haste.
The others were forced to do the same, and the two I "Not in the army, I suppose? You seem rath~ ~
young."
boys rode on umnolested.
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"Search the house, gentlemen," said the host. "I can"Your sympathies are on the right side, no doubt."
not have any rebels here. If I had been certain of it, I
"So I think," carelessly.
The landlord was wary and would not ask a direct ques- would have arrested him myself."
There were Hesfians inside and out, and it seemed cer·
tion for fear of not getting the right one.
"You must have thought on the subject, of course. You tain that they must dnd Dick.
No one had seen him go out, and yet no one could
·
seem to possess intelligence."
say that he had not done so.
"Yes," in the same non-committal tone.
Hessians were posted at every door and a thorough search
'.'What do you think the outcome will be?"
was begun.
"Of t he crops?" carelessly.
On the ground floor, upstairs, in the laundry, down cellar,
"l'{o, n ut of the crops, but--"
H tn ry now came up and set some dishes on the table. and even in the garret, went the Hessians in search of
Then th · re was the rattle of wheels and the tramp Dick.
The lancllord showed them into this room and that, while
<>f horses outside.
A r umbling, old, family coach had come in from the Henry we 1t about her work, apparent ly uninterested.
Sout h."
"Ditl you see the r ebel go out, Henry?" the landlord
. ''Ah, some of my p11t rons !" said t he obseq~ious host, get- asked. "You wait ed on him."
"I saTI nc. rebels," the giri answered. " IIow should I
ting up. " I t r us t tlwt you will be well served.''
!m ow whd any one t hinks when t he r s, :-r notliing ?"
:i~e!l h ~ w •.;; out of. hearing the girl said:
"That was Dick Sl.tter over t her e by the window."
I . is hk('ly t hat a>.nothcr r aid will he made. The Ran
"And who might he be?" car elessly.
g ers a r e grea tly incensed that you interrupted them at
their work."
'He's a T<)beL You oug ht to know him. I believe
you're a ,11lf-r ebel yourself. Did you see him go out? "
" No doubt," with a smile.
" No, I did not," which wa s the truth. " hat time
':Ar.d next time t hey will take a l2rgm· party."
hwe I to catch every one who enter s ? He pa id ·hjs score
' We ~·1 1! be p re~1ared for them," shortly.
· Glancmg out 01 the window Dick recoo-nized the per- a n<l that was all I had to do wit h it."
.
"'
· "I knowed ther r ebel,'' said Bill, who was most active
sons alighting from the coach. '
One was an el~erly, pompous-looking man of the namP in the sear ~ h, "and I went for the sogers. He couldn't
of Burgess, who lived at White Plains, the other being hif have got out."
"Why didn't you say who he was, in the first place, Bill?"
son, a boy of abo~t Dick's own age.
He had been m the party who had attacked Dick the snapped the old man. "Then we could have arrested the
day before.
young varlet."
"Yes, an' had a pistol p'inted at yer and mebbe it
.In short, Dick had had many an encounter with young
~~H Burgess and had always come out with the best of would have went off," Bill snapped. "Sech things do go off
when yer least expect.''
"If he was not seen to go out, he must be here still,''
Bill had no love for him, therefore, and would not fail
said ·Burgess. "Search the house, but be careful of his
to do him an evil turn if he could.
In a short time old man Burgess and Bill came in ancl pistols. Come, Bill!"
The old man was evidently 'afraid that Dick might
took seats in a corner near a door.
shoot while he was still in the house.
Bill looked at Dick sharply, but said nothing.
"No, I wanter see 'em ketch the rebel!" snarled Billl. "I
Dick suspected that Bill knew him even in his disguise,
got a grouch ag'in Dick Slater.''
'
but he said nothing.
"But you'll shoot yourself,'' and this time Bill made no obIn a little while Bill got up, saying:
jection.
"I forgot my handkerchief; left it in the coach.''
Then he went out and Dick wondered what his errand
was.
CHAPTER V.
"The bully is up to some mischief," was his thought.
"He did not forget his handkerchief, any more than J
What a Clever Girl Did.
did."
The landlord went over and spoke to old man Burgess
When Dick Slater left the coffee room of the inn he met
and was t horoughly Tory in his talk.
In a few minutes Dick looked out of the window and the girl just outside.
She put her fingers to her lips and led the way down the
saw a dozen Hezzians coming along at a quickstep, led by
passage.
Bill Burgess.
At the farther end was a door which she opened.
"Ha I T hat's what he was up to!" thought Dick. "He
Entering the closet, as it seemed to be, the girl slid back a
knows me and wants to cause my arrest."
He had finished his luncheon and now he arose, as if in panel in the rear wall and disclosed a secret room of some
dimensions.
no haste, and glanced at Henry.
"No one knows of this place but myself," she said. "You
She came over to the table, looked out and said, in a
are perfectly safe.''
low tone.
Dick stepped inside and the girl closed the panel.
"Follow me. It will be impossible to get away. There
The room was only dimly lighted, but it was not close, and
is a party coming up the back of the house also."
She left the room and Dick followed, but not in any Dick knew that it had some communication with the outer
air.
haste.
He could hear persons go hurrying by, opening this door
In a minute or two Bill Burgess came bustling into the
and that, hear footsteps overhead, hear voices in the rear and
pl~ce, followed by half a dozen Hessians.
"There's the rebel!" he cried, pointing to where Dick had the tramp of feet on the stairs.
Up and down, in an out of one room and another, he heard
been sitting.
the tramp of feet and the sound of voices.
"Where?" cried the landlord and several others.
Sometimes they were near and then distant, and now and
"Huh! He's went out. Where is he, dad! That was
then it seemed as if some one must discoved his hiding place.
Dick Slater settin' :>ver by ther winder."
Once he heard the closet door open and some one came in
"Dick Slater, the rebel!" gasped the old man. "Where
and he drew the pistol to be ready for a dash.
is he ?"
Then the door was shut and the footsteps went away and
"A rebel in my house!" muttered the landlord. "The
Egad! I might have known all was still in that part of the house.
~7 who sat b; the window?
He could hear the Hessians calling to each other outside,
it. He would never answer more than 'Yes' or 'No' to a
hear horses go dashing up and down and then the tramp of
thing I said. I always suspect such close-mouthed folk."
"Which wr-y did he go?" asked Bill. "He can't have footsteps, the opening of doors, the creaking of stairs and all
the sounds which betokened that a thorough search was
left the tavern so quick."
"You see the rebel, Slater; he was here, yes?" asked going on.
At length he heard Henry say, quite near to him:
the leader of the redcoats of Burgess.
"If that was Dick Slater and your son knew him, he must
"Yes, I saw him; but I didn't know him. He was sitting
have known your ioon."
over the1·e."
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''I didn't make out that I knowed him ertall," said Bill.] ."Mr. Wheeler?" he asked, as he went forward.
"An ddid he make out that he knew you?"
I ·"Yes, that is my name.''
"No; but he must have, er course, 'cause I don't live so far
"I am Dick Slater, of the Liberty Boys. I have good rea~
from where he does and' I've knowed him er lot er years."
son to believe that your hause may be plundered by Simcoe's
"If you knew him, he knew you. When you went out, he Rangers, but I do not know just when."
went out, knowing that you would go for the soldiers."
"Say you so? I was afraid that some such thing would
"H'm! I guess that's so, but how in time he got away, happen and have removed :ill of my valuables."
with my watchin' of ther house most every minute, gets me.''
"They may burn the house," said Dick. "I am off now to
"You can't see through the house, can you? When you were get the Liberty Boys. '·Get all you can to help you. I will
on one side he would be on the other.''
be back as soon as possible."
"Yus, but I sent ther sogers two diff'rent ways. Huh! I
Then he rode away at f'.ll! speed, and in half an hour was
know hew ter tell!"
at the camp.
"Well?" asked the landlord.
.
He at once aroused the Liberty Boys, saying to Bob:
"Look in ther barn. He's got a fine, black hoss what he
"We must raid the raiders and show them that we are al• rides. Ef ther hoss is there he's hidin' somewheres yet an' ways ready for them."
we just gotter find him."
"Good!" cried Bob. "The boys are always ready for such
Then there was the tramp of hurrying feet, nnd in a short work."
time all was still again.
In five minutes the Liberty Boys were all in their sad"If they find Major those Hessians will run off with him," dles and riding like the wind.
was Dick's thought. "I wonder if Henry thougU of that?"
They arrived at the Wheeler house none too soon.
After a while he heard Bill Burgess say outside• :
Even u3 they halted Dick heard the tramp of an oncoming
"'''a'll, thl? hoss is gone, ennyhow, ::i nd l guess lw must ti·oop.
.
,
have went, too; but how he did it when I wasn't gone on'y a · TJVenty or more men of the district had already asseml:>led
few minut.es,I can't makeout."
to help the owner of the house protect his property.
Then he hea1·d a ,-oice inthehouse saying:
These were placed in the barn, with as many more of:the
"The rebel .,got away before we came. That fool ought to Liberty .Boys to assist them.
have told some one, so that the fellow could have been
More than that number were stationed in the house and a
watched."
number in each of the other outbuildings.
"1
After thai there was the tramp of horses, and at length all
Dick and a score of the boys remained in the road, just out
,
was still again.
of sight of the house.
1
At last the pauel was shoved back, and Henry said:
The tramp of the horMmen grew louder, and at last a
''It is safe for you to go now. Bill Burges.s has gone and party of three-score Queen's Rangers came dashing up a11d
the Hessians have returned to camp.''
halted.
"What did you do with Major?" asked Dick.
"You
"Now, then, to show these rebels the i"oily of their ways!"
thought of him, I see.''
cried the leader.
"Yes, and put him in a part of ihe barn where no one
Then the raiders dismounted and made for the iuan.si.pn
would think of looking."
and the outbuildings.
"You are a very clever girl, Henry," said Dick, coming
out.
"Thank you! You will find Major at the back door. You
will not want to stay longer, I suppose"?"
"No, for there seems to be little or nothing to learn."
Turning the Tables.
"If there is any news I will contrive t.o 1:;end word.''
"Thank you!" and now Dick made his wa:y to the back
CHAPTER VI.
door, sprang into the saddle and rode away .
The raider hurried over the lawn an<l along the drives
. He ca~e across ol~ man Burgess and B_ill on the road, and'
Bill, lookmg out of ohe coach wmdow, said:
toward the house, the barn and the other buildings.
,
"Huh! J<Jf I'd ha' ketched ye, yer rebel, yer wouldn't be
All at once, from every window of the house muskets were
ridin' erlong this way!"
thrust out.
•
"Very likely not, Bill," laughed Dick; ''but you were not
Then the· blue and buff of the ~·oung Continentals was
clever enough. It takes a smart person to catch Dick seen.
:;later."
'
A~ the barn more Liberty Boys sudde!~ly appea1·ed, all
Then Dick rode on, while Bill shouted:
with leveled muskets-.
HJ'll ketch ye yet, consarn ye! Jest see if I don't!"
At the windows of the different outbuildings the tri-color
•'That's hardly worth worrying over," was Dick's inward cockades on the boys' cocked hats first appeared, followed by ·
comment, f\f; he rode on.
the boys themselves.
Half a mill' farther on he met a party of a dozen Queen's
Then a single shot was fired by Mark Morrison.
·
Rangers sitti1w on their horses by the roadside.
This was a signal previously agreed upon.
They looked at him sharply, and one of them said:
In an instant Dick Slater and his party of brave boys came
"Could you tell us where Mr. Jared Wheeler lives, my dashing along the roaa.
boy?"
A party had been left in charge of the Rangers' horses,
The man mentioned was a stanch patriot, and Dick knew but it was not adequate to protect them.
his house.
"Forward!" shouted Dick.
It was one of those on the list which Henry had given him.
"Liberty forever! Raid the raiders!" eciioed the brave
"I don't live in these parts," said Dick. «Ask the man fellows, as they dashed on.
Some of them seized horses belonging tu the raiders, wbil!!
coming on behind. He might tell you.''
'l'he men turned to look, and Dick suddenly shot away others drove back those left to guard them.
like' the wind.
It was a tremendous surprise to the (lueen's Rangeri; to
The Rangers fired several shots ~fter him, but he had find that they were being raided insteaa u.1. rnI<11ng.
: to the farther side of the road and the bullets flew
A score of horses were run oft' before the raiders realwild.
ized that they must defend their property instead of runhing
,~·e they could fire again he was around a turn in the off with that of others.
1TP
nn1l on t of hann's way.
Then, as the Liberty Boys began swarming out of the
The Wheeler house '-Vas at some little distance and Dick house and outbuildings, they quickly saw that they were outknew that the Rangers would not attack it with so small a numbered and in danger of being captured.
I They straightway opened fire on the Liberty Boys, but re-1iarty.
"They may be waiting for more Rangers to come up from ceiving in return a volley that fairly sta)gered them. ··~
Kingsbridge," thought Dick. "I must warn the Wheelers.''
"Charge, Liberty Boys!" cried Dick, waving his sword.
Then he rode on rapidly, and at length reached the
The Liberty Boys, mounted and on foot, charged the raidhouse in question.
ers from all sides and scattered them.
An elde1·ly gentleman and a young lady were out on
The boys seldom troubled to take prisoners, and if they
the lawn before the house as he dismounted.
dispersed the Rangers they would be fully satisfied.
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Two ~ozen horses were captured, besides a number of
JDuskets and a quantity of ammunition.
Some of the Queen's Rangers reached the road and went
flying toward Kingsbridge at full speed.
Others were forced to take to the woods and trust to get
back to their camp, somehow.
The men of the section, not content with driving off the
Rangers, pursued them, firing shot after shot, and wounding
many.
The Liberty Boys were quite satisfied with having driven
off the enemy and capturing horses, muskets and ammunition.
"Raiding the raiders is a new idea to those fellows,"
laughed Bob. "I wonder how they like it!"
"It is evidently something they never thought of," retorted
Mark.
"Suppose we try it often, then, and get them used to it,"
observed Ben Spurlock.
"It has given them an entirely different idea of us," remarked Sam Sanderson, another of the Liberty Boys.
"Yes, and they'll be calling us saucy, young rebels more
than ever," put in Will Freeman.
·
The Liberty Boys remained in the neighborhood till there
seemed to be no likelihood of the enemy returning, and then
set out for their own camp with the captured horses.
"Now we was caughted all dose horses alretty, we should
had ein goot subber, I bet me," observed Carl, when they
got back.
"Off av the horses, is it, Cookyspiller?" cried Patsy in
alarm.
"Sure that's phwat yer said."
"Humbug! You was t'ought I was eated a horses?"
"Sure that's phwat yez said, just the same. Well, niver
moind, Cookyspiller, but as yez do be sayin' something about
supper, come wid me an' help me foind something,'' said
Patsy.
"All righd. I was went mit you," and the two funny fellows started for the hills.
There were many wild places among those hills, and plenty
of game to be had.
It was said that there were even bears among them, for,
near the towns as they were, much of their area was a perfect wilderness.
Off went the boys, with their muskets over their shoulders, Patsy whistling as they entered the thicker woods.
"For why you was whistled?" asked Carl. "So dot you
don'd was avraid been?"
"Go on wid yez!" indignantly.
"Whist! There's a cow atin' whortleberries."
"WeU. you don'd was wanted to shooted ein cow, did you?"
"No. But we kin milk her, begorral"
Suddenly that cow arose on its hind legs and proved to be
a brown bear.
Patsy, in his surprise, let out a whoop and fled, firing off
his musket in his alarm.
"Who dot was?" asked Carl.
"Shoot him, Cookyspiller, an' thin run!" cried Patsy.
Carl fired, and then, catching sight of the bear moving
toward him, turned and fled.
He caught his foot in a vine, tripped and fell headlong.
Carl sprang up in great haste.
"Sure Oi don't see the bear at all. Phwere is he?"
"More bedder you was looked yourselluf," said Carl, making off.
Patsy had no intention of looking, but suddenly came by
accident upon the bear lying on the ground, quite d&d.
"Sure, Oi kilt him widout knowin' it an' thin yez complated the job!" the jolly fellow cried.
"Off you was killed him now, I was killed him, too?" asked
Carl.
"Sure, he may not have known it till yez foired, but he's
dead now at any rate."
They skinned the ·bear, cut off some of the choicest parts
and then returned to the camp and told of their luck.
Ben, Sam, the two Harrys and Will Freeman went back,
cut up the bear and brought back the meat. leaving the offal
to l!e devoured by buzzards and foxes.
"It's better to be born lucky than sensible, I thir~"
..uabed BP.A. u he picked up his load. "It was just sheer
lac.It that sent those fellows across that bear."
It was al~ time after supper and quite dark. and Jack

Warren, on picket at the edge of the eanip, 'lieard some one
approaching on horseback.
"Halt!" he cried. "Who goes there?"
"A friend!" answered a voice.
"All right, Henry Clinton. Come right in," laughed Jack.
It was Henry indeed, but not dressed as a boy this time.
She rode into the camp, dismounted, tethered her horse
and said:
"I want to see the captain. It is important."
"You always seem to bring important news," and Jack
gave a signal which brought up two or three boys.
"Take the young lady to Dick's tent," Jack said.
Dick came out as Henry and the boys approached and
said:
"I am glad to see you. You bring news?"
"Yes. The Queen's Rangers, Donop's Yagers and Delancey Refugees are going to make a raid in this very neighborhood in the morning.''
We will be ready for them," said Dick.

CHAPTER VII.

A Hot •Chase After tke Raide'TB.
The intended raid was to be a more extended one than
those which the Liberty Boys had prevented.
Dick saw that it would need more than his gallant fellows
to keep the raiders in check, therefore.
'
Learning from Henry as many of the particulars as she
had been able to pick up, Dick determined to go to General
Scott's quarters at once and acquaint him with the facts.
General Scott was at this time at Valentine's Hill, on the
west side of Mile Square, and thither Dick went without delay, taking Bob and a goodly party of the Liberty Boys.
Mark and the rest were to follow early the next morn•
ing.
It was quite late now, and Dick wished to send some one
back with Henry.
She said she could get home alone, and it would be better
not to send any of the boys with her.
She went away alone, therefore, and Dick set out around
the bills to get to the general's quarters.
The longer road was the best in this case, and the boys
made rapid progress.
They arri:ved at daybreak, and Dick at once made known
his errand.
The expedition was to go up the Hudson on the east bank,
keeping along the shore.
A detachment of infantry, under Colonel Richard Butler,
and one of cavalry, . under Major Henry Lee, were at once
despatched to check the marauders.
By the time they were ready, soon after sunrise, the rest
of the Liberty Boys arrived.
They had come by another route and, on the way had
heard news of the passing of a party of Hessians bound up
the river.
·
The whole detachment hurrted forward, and at Yonkers
village beard that the marauding party had gone to Dobba'
Ferry.
The Hessians and Rangers had been blundering the people,
taking not only their provisions and forage, but the very
clothes from their backs.
The Liberty Boys and their allies pushed on with all speed
and something above Dobbs Ferry came upon the marauders.
They were right in the midst of their plundering when the
patriots burst suddenly upon them.
Catching the scoundrels redhanded, Major Lee at once
charged and fired a volley.
Ten of the Hessians were killed upon the spot and a score
captured.
The rest took to instant flight, pursued by the Libe~
Boys.
The wildness of the country impeded the action of the
cavalry, for the Yagers and Hessians speedily took to the
woods and ravines.
·
"Dismount and after them, Liberty Boys I" cried Dick.
''Down with them! Don't let them escape!"
"Rout them out, Captain!" cried Major Lee to Dick.
"Hunt them t.o their lair, like rataf'

•
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. . The greater part. of the T:,i berty Boys gave chase.
A number of the smaller, weaker and less active boys remained behind to look after the horses.
Dick, Bob and Mark led three parties and divided the
territory between them.
With Mark were Jack, Will, the two Harrys and a score or
more of brave fellows.
Following Bob were Ben, Sam, Patsy, Carl and a lot more,
all strong, hardy boys, and as brave as lions.
Dick Jtad a good party with him, and the three, keeping reasonably close to each other, were sure to cover the
ground very thoroughly.
They plunged at once into the hills and woods, horses
being of little use here.
They were all well used to .scrambling over rocks, toiling
up hills or descending ravines, and the maurauders would
be put to it to escape, once the plucky fellows got upon their
track.
They were used to fighting in the woods, having fought
with the Indians and Tories in the Mohawk Valley, and
carried on a running warfare in the northern woods on
the retreat from Ticonderoga.
They could fight in the open and they could adopt
backwoods methods and fire behind trees, stumps, rocks or
fences.
With such resolute enemies arrayed against them, the
Hessians and Yagers were hard put to it to escape.
Their enemies were hirelings., .pJ:'.ofessional soldiers, let
out to the highest bidder, and the Yagers were the most
cruel, treacherous and inhuman of all the foreign mercenaries.
Into the woods dashed the Hessians and Yagers, the
Liberty Boys closely following.
Dick's party came upon a lot of the enemy as they were
scrambling up a high ledge, where the trees grew thick
and were heavily leaved.
It was like twilight in the place.
The green uniforms of some of the fugitives helped
them to escape, as they could scarcely be told from the
leaves in the obscurity.
Those who wore the scarlet coats were more easily distinguished.
"Pick them off, boys!" cried Dick. "The scoundrels deserve no mercy."
Crack--crack--crack!
Muskets and pistols rattled and cracked and echoed
through the woods.
Now and then a crashing among the underbrush and
the fall of a heavy body showed that one of the enemy had
been hit.
The Yagers and Hessians threw away their hats and
muskets, and even their coats, as being too cumbersome.
They retained their pistols, however, and now and
then a party of them would make a stand and fire upon
"' the boys.
The fire of the boys was delivered from behind trees and
rocks and was generally effective.
The Hessians and Yagers, however, accustomed to fighting in the open, made their stands in exposed places and
in close column.
This exposed them to the fire of the boys, who were
scattered here and there and protected by the trees.
In a few cases the enemy would adont similar methods,
i>ut more f1•equently would fire lrom the open, thas exposing themselves.
Reaching the summit of the ledge, they massed themselves and prepared to make a stubborn defense.
Dodging from tree to tree, and from rock to rock, the
plucky boys kept on firing a shot whenever they saw a
mark.
Asrending at different points, they nearly surrounded the
enemy when they at last got to the top.
Then they poured in a volley, and many o! the Hessians
and Yagers were wounded.
Perceiving their danger, the enemy fled, escaping by
the only avenue left open, but which would shortly have
been closed had they remained.
Across a level span they rushed and went plunging down
a ravine.
Some jumped from ledge to ledge; some stumbled and fell
and some rolled.
~om the upper bank of the i-aviue ~ boJS poured a

volley upon them and few escaped hurts of some sort.
Dick then halted his boys to allow them to reload, and
then, while some went along the top of the ravine and
fired upon the Hessians and Yagers held the rest prepared
to descend.
There was no danger of the boys hitting their comrades
and no one feared such a danger.
Meantime Bob and his boys chased a party of the
enemy to a tumble-down Jog cabin on the edge of a
ravine.
Here the Hessians took shelter and opened fire upon the
boys from the windows.
"Drive them out!" said Bob. "Set fire to the place!
They have no regard for others, so we need have none for
.
them."
Sheltering themselves behind trees and rocks, some of the
boys now cut pine torches and set them on fire.
A sudden volley was fired upon the Hessians in the
cabin, which drove them inside.
Then the boys with the torches suddenly dashed for·
ward, hurling them upon the roof and through the win·
dows and thrusting them into the holes between the
logs.
Then they ran to shelter behind nearer trees and opened
fire as the Hessians ran out to pull away the torches.
Those on. the roof quickly ignited the thatch and clouds
of smoke began to roll up.
Some had not been detached from the sides of the
cabin and the fire began to spread rapidly and furiously.
The rear line of boys now advanced and took up positions
nearer to the cabin, firing in at the open windows.
Threatened by a double danger, the Hessians and Yagers
retreated by the rear door of the cabin and went scrambling
down the ravine.

CHAPTER VIII.

Scattering the Hessians.
Dashing forward, some into .the cabin and some around
the sides, Bob Estabrook and his gallant lads fairly drove
the enemy into the ravine.
Some were hit and went rolling down, their muskets
making a great clattering as they bounded from rock to
rock.
Some slipped and fell and went tumbling down at the
risk of broken arms or legs.
Scurrying into the ravine, the enemy sought shelter
behind trees and rocks, under bushes or in holes among the
rocks.
The cabin was destroyed, many burning fragments fall·
ing into the ravine among the dry leaves and brush, thus
further increasing the peril of the enemy.
"They deserve to be smoked out, the miserable sneaks
and thieves!" sputtered Bob, angrily.
The flames drove some of the enemy from their hic!!ng
places and forced them to seek shelter elsewhere.
Some descended to the stream at the bottom and waded
through it.
Others crawled from rock to rock, kee-pine: out or nanra
way and making no attempt to offer res1stam..-e.
dats, coats, pistols, rnusket.!I. belts, knapsacks and other
accountrements were scattered over the roe.ts tr;m s.ne M>p
to the bottom of the ravine.
"Some of them even tried to carry their plunder with
them, I see," observed Ben Spurlock, "but were forced to
give it up."
"They are natural thieves," declared Sam. "I saw one
fellow actually strip a worthless, old coat from a man's
back and make off with it."
"Sure they'd take the coppers from the eyes av a dead
man!" sputtered Patsy. "An' that's the manest kind av a
·
thafe!"
Bob did not take his boys down into the ravine, as it
was a hazardous undertaking, to begin with, rendered more
so by the fire.
"There would be no particular satisfaction in hunting
the Hessians out of their holes, like a lot of woodchucks;"
said Bob, "and I am not going to risk you boys on account
of any such wretches as the:ie."
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"They'll all get away in time," declared Bob, "and I'll i the ravine to the point where they had first encountered
the enem y.
warrant it will be a lesson to most of them."
Bob a nd his party, hurrying on in the direction of the
"I don't think you will find many of them going on
:inotl~er such maraud," added Sam, "for even their dull firin~, came upon Dick and his band, drhing a lot of
Hessians through the ravine.
mtelhgence can comprehend the natural results."
They at once joined hi m, keeping up a running fire
"They're a pretty frightened lot of scoundrels," continued Bob, "and wwe 'll Jet it go at that. You won't see one of from the top of the r avine upon the enemy.
"There's not much safety in taking to the woods where
them around here by to-morrow."
Hearing firing in anotlwr direction, Bob now . stopped the Liberty Boys are concerned,'' sputtered Bob.
"No, for that is our natural fighting ground," replied
merely long enoug h to allow the boys to reload and then
Ben.
hurried away.
1iar1:1ssed and hunted by the determined boys, the HesMark Morrison, the plucky second lieutenant, with Jack
Warren, Will Freeman, the two Harrys and the rest, at once sians and Yagers sought safety in the most inacessible
drove a party of Yagers, Hessians and Cowboys into a deep places, a nd it was a day or more before some of them
crept out, worn and haggard, and thoroughly impressed
ravjne leading to the river.
"After them boys!" cried Mark. Give 'em fits! Drive with the spirit of the brave boys.
They were not likely, the most of them, to forget the
them into the river , anywhere!"
The boys were thoroughly indignant at the disgraceful lesson they had learned, and some of them deserted and
conduct of the raiders and were determined to give them fled to the upper counties, where they settled down and
became peaceful, if not t he best, sort of citizens.
a most summary punishment.
At length, having- driven the enemy like sheep before
Firing a volley, they drove the enemy right into the
them and seeing few signs of Hessians or Yagers, the
ra'l(\ne and then pursued them relentlessly.
They had seen so many acts of cruelty and treachery pluck¥ boys retraced their steps and returned to the road.
Before long they were joined by Mark and his boys,
on the part of these fellows that they lost all patience and
were resolved to give a lesson which would be long remem- who reported the utter rout of the enemy.
"It will be a long time before another such disgracebered.
Close to Mark was Jack and right behind him were Will ful raid is made by these foreign mercenaries," said Dick.
"And in the meantime we've got these Queen Rangers
and the two Harrys.
The rest were near enough to form a firm body, and on to look after," added Bob.
"And we need show
"Very true," wa:s th~ reply.
they pushed, over rocks and fallen trees, teai:ing through
underbrush and leaping brooks, keeping straight on after them. no more cons1d~;ration than we have shown these
.
.
.
Hessian s and Yagers.
the_, fleeing enemy.
Now and then a Hessian would turn to fire at the reso- 1 . Colonel Butler and ~aJor Lee. ~hanke~ Dick and the
· Liberty boys most heartily for dr1vmg off t h«: marauders,
lute boys, only to be made a target for their pistols.
Once a giant Hessian suddenly sprang up from behind a and then they all mounted and rode off to their camp.
rock and rushed at Mark, with his musket uplifted.
Jack dashed in upon the fellew instantly and brought
his<Jrousket down upon the Hessian's shoulder, breaking his j
CHAPTER IX.
1
arm.
T.he man uttered a fierce yell and sank, limp and helpless, I
In Bad Hands.
beside the rock, while the boys hurried on.
.
.
.
fellows,
fierce-mustached
Then half a dozen Yagers,
Once iuorc sP.ttled U1 then· camp, •.he L1bei·ty Bo~s
w1'11 chescs Ii~te oxen, rusiled upon t;ie i.wo plucky boys.
0
•1Sun·ender, you rebels"; they roared, in guttural tones. hP ' " " . to look over the· ground to see who needed their
..
.
"Never!" cried Jack, shooting the powdered wig from attention.
iW»' ti had J~st com? of an exped1t1on to the Jerseylo'
the head of one.
Mark dashed aside the pistol of another with a sweep made by Captam Patrick J?'erguson and the slaughtar of
Col~nel B:aylor's party while they were asleep.
of his sword.
Will ~reeman, who '".as devoted to Jack' 8 Hister and a _~!Ve prisoners only_ V:~r,e taken, and ~on~~ of the dead
great frienr! of Jack himself, saw the bny 's peril and \\ere found to have iecened as many as sixteen bayonet
.
wounds.
rushed forw;,rd.
HesWith him were the two Harrys braYe fellows b 0 th 0 f . "If Lee and Butler had known of this bef?re, the
s1ans v.:ould have fared worse than they did,'' muttered
'
'
them.
Bob, grnnly.
Will thrust his bayonet into the arm of a big Hessian,
"And these men o..:all themselves soldiers," declared
who was about to brain Jack.
Mark, indignantly.
Then Harry Thurber shot one ancl Harry Judson an"It would serve them right if we had slaughtered every
otj:ier, by which time more boys came dashing up and Hessian and Yager we met," stormed Ben.
the. Hessians fled.
" Two wrongs never made a right,'' satd Dick. "I
Picking off a man here and there, forcing some into should be sorry indeed if the Liberty Boys resorted to
the veriest holes, and dragging others out to administer a such practices as these."
sound thrashing to them, the daring youths pressed on
The day after the raid upon the raiders Dick set off in
tow.ard the river.
disguise, but t11:king Major, and rode toward Kingsbridge.
to
nothing
was
place
the
of
roughness
The wildest and
He saw nothmg unusual on the way and, reaching the
them.
Sheaf and Sickle, noticed no unusual bustle.
They were used to clashing roughshod over all sorts
Passing the inn, he saw Henry at one of the lower
of country and were as much at home in the backwoods windows.
Ni jn a city's streets
He made a quick signal to her, which was returned
'
~-nme of the Cowboys, accustomed to rough places, went and then he rode on.
scrambling up the si~P.S of the ravine and escaped.
Farther on he saw a party of Hessians, but they paid
They were fire ..<pon and many of them were hit, but no attention to him, and he rode on without molestathe majoriety escaped, having learned a lesson which they tion.
would never forget.
"They are learning to be more respectful to private
..;ome of the Yagers crawled into boles and hid until citizens," he said to himself. ".Jt is quite time that they
the boys had passed, fina\1:- .tr:aking their escape at night. did."
Right down to the river Mark and his intrepid boys . Stil :further on he saw Bill Burgess come out of a tav..
drove the hirelings, many of them being forced into the ern.
Bill was no older than Dick, and yet he drank and
water and obliged to swim up or down.
Those who could not swim, and there were some, were smoked and used bad language and behaved altogether
deprived of .their weapons and . driven along shore, t.o unlike a gentleman.
"Hello, you blame rebel! So yer got away, did yert
make their escape as best they might.
Then Mark and his boys made their way back ~ugh I'd just like t,er know how yer did it so slick."
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"See here, Bill," said Dick. "There are redcoats about, ha' telled yer," said young Hank, "an' I gotter have some
but if you raise an alarm or betray me, the next time I o' the reward."
see you I'll give you a worse thrashing than you ever had,
"Take him ter ther tavern an' toss up," suggested
and I have given you some pretty severe ones."
Jones.
· "Yus, an' I'll settle wit h ye fur 'em one o' these days!"
Both the· Hessians and Rangers agreed to this.
snarled Bill.
There were no officers, not even a corporal, present,
"You'll get one now if you don't clear out," said Dick, and the proceeding was clearly irregular.
and Bill hurried across and up the road at a good pace.
. However, Dick was taken to the taxern and locked up
Farther on Dick saw a camp of Queen's Rangers.
m a rear room on the upper . floor, Major bein"' put in
"So, the Loyalists are herP still, are they?" he said. the barn belonging to the house.
.
"
"We have not finished with Simcoe and his brave marauThen the soldiers and Jones sat down in the general
ders and we may raid them a ga in before long."
room and Jones said:
As he rode on a hulking, overgrown boy peered from
"Yer wouldn't do nothin' fur ther sogers, but ther
the door of a n;,t overreputable dri:iking place and mut- sogers air goin' ter patternize yew."
tered:
"Soldiers' money is no better than any on else's " said
"H'm! There goes Dick Slater, ther rebel. I wouldn't the landlord; "but I never turn a man away so l~ng as
he acts proper."
.
ha' ln1owed him, but I know thet boss."
"Your house has not a good name, landlord," said one
T he boy was Hank Jones and his father was in the
groggery at that moment, drinking punch anp smoking a of the Rangers.
"No worse than your own, Ranger," retorted the host.
long pipe.
"Ef I c'n git word to ther sogers," muttered young "I'm an Englishman, but I don't turn against my countrymen, as some of you Americans.''
Hank, "it won't be so ea sy fur Mr . Dick Slater."
This was a sharp cut, for the Queen's Ran.,.ers were
He thlm hurried inside and wh.i spered to his father:
"Say, dad, Dick Slater has just went by, toward ther natiYe born, and yet espoused the king's cause~
"Never mind exchangin' compliments," snarled J on.es
bridge."
"He has?" muttered Jones, starting. "Go arter ther "but fetch us a dicebox an' gimme a mug o' punch. The,Se
gentlemen will tell yer what they want."
sogers, Hank."
Pcac~ being thus restored, the entire party began to
"Mebbe they won't b'lieve me, dad. Bill t old 'em Dick
Slater was 'round t'other day an' they didn't ketch h im eat, drmk. and. be. merry, young. Hank Jones sit ting in a
corner, with his pipe and pot, hke any toper and making
an' said Bill was !yin'."
the best of the occasion.
Jones looked out of the window and muttered:
Little thou~ was given to Dick Slater in the rootn
"Yus, that's him. Hey, Giles, send some un an' tell
overhe~d, and even young Hank did not go up to gloat
ther sogers thet Dick Slater, ther rebel, is 'round."
"H'm! Soldiers don 't patronize me, and why should over him, as he would have done at another time.
Dick heard the noise and confusion below, and said to
I do favors .for them?" snarled the landlord. "Let them
·
find out for themselves. They never show the color of himself:
"They'll have little thought of me for some time and
gold or silver or even copper in my house."
'
"Then I'll go arter them myself," growled Jones, ris- it must be improved.'
There were three windows in the room, two in front
ing.
and one at the side.
"You haven't paid your score, I supp'lse you know?"
Some ·one might be passing by the road if Jie attempted
"Well, I'm goin' to pay it, ain't I?" with a growl,
taking some silver tied up in a very dirty handkerchief to escape by the front windows, and so he dismissed them
from his mind.
from his breeches pocket.
The side window was better, as it was half hidden froin
"Indeed you are, Mr. Jones," with a grin.
Jones counted out some silver and a few coppers and the road by a large tree.
There was a porch roof under the window and so he
snarled:
would have to get out directly and drop or let himself
"There et is, and et's the last time I'll come here."
"Till the next time," with a laugh. "And if you didn't down by a rope of some sort.
There was a bed in the room, but it was scantily furit's no loss. You don't add any to the reputation of the
nished and the sheets were old.
house.''
"There are the cords, however," said Dick.
Jones snarled, jumped upon a horse tethered at the
side of the house and galloped up the road. ·
It was half an hour later when Dick returned.
He had been as far a s the bridge and had noticed a
certain activity among the troops.
This would mean one of two things, either that they
CHAPTER X.
were preparing for another raid in lower Westchester or
When Rogues Fall Out.
they were going back to New York.
He could not learn which of these reasons for the bustle
The bed in the room where Dick Slater was a prisoner
he saw was the real one, but he had learned enough to
was one of the kind now very old-fa shionP.<l n.>1 d ~ lnl'-.'St
know that the Liberty Boys must be on the alert.
Opposite the groggery he had seen a thick clump o~ out of date, in which cords running from side to side
of the frame, supported the bedding.
bushes and trees.
It was an easy matter to remove these cords, which
Dick never rode cl ose to such places, and he now took
provided Dick with yards and yards of good, stout line.
the opposite side of the road.
He at once set to work to get the cords out a nd double
He was passing the place rwhen he saw a movement
them so as to make a stout line long enough to lower
among the bus hes an d suspected an ambuah.
He immedia tely u r ged Maj Jr forward as a number of him to the ground.
The noise below had not ceased, nor would it be like1v
Hessians spmng out and fire d at him.
Then, 1rom anot her direction, ca:n e J ones and a party to de for some time.
There was a clothes press in the room, and Dick openea
of Queen'!:' Rangers.
Dick t r ied to dash off to one si<le and leap the fence, the door and 100ked in.
but young Jo1.es jumped up "\vi th a lot of boys like himSeYeral suits of men's clothes were hanging on pegs,
self , and then the Hessians closed in u pon him.
and Dick took do" n one v.hich was entirely different
He was surot:nc'. ad a nd dr agged ofi' his horse, and then from the one he wore.
ensued a quarrel as to what should be done with him.
This he now put on over bis others, and then, knotThe Hessians wanted t o take him to their camp, and ting one end of his line to the bedpost, opened the
the Rangers said that theirs was the place.
window.
"I think I arc got somethin' ter say erbout et!" growled
Throwing the line out, he got out of the window and
Jones. "I gave yer ther information an' half ther re- began lowering himself to the ground.
He had b pass a window on the ground floor just be..
ward goes ter me.''
"Yer wouldn't ha' knowed nothin' erbout et ef I hadn't low the one from which he had lowered hunsel.f.
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He lowered himself rapidly, but as he passed the win- knowing that he had not drunk his punch nor that he had
been listening.
dow some one gave a cry of alan;p.
He met Henry as he was going out.
"Thieves, · robbers, rebels, murderers!' she cried, rush"You will prevent this raid," she said.
ing into the main room where the carousing was going
"Yes, and raid the raiders, besides.''
pn.
Then he hurried away, got in the saddle and rode at good
"What's the matter, Susan?" the landlord asked.
"We shall all be murdered in our beds!" screamed the speed toward the camp.
"Hello, those are not the clothes you wore when you
:woman. "Thieves, robbers, murderers!"
left," said Bob, who met him as he entered.
"Where?" asked the landlord.
"No they are not,'' laughed Dick, dismounting. "It
"Getting out of the window on a rope. I saw them
becam~ necessary to make a change."
;pass the window."
"Jove! He's had an adventure," said Mark. "What
"It means that Dick Slater has escaped," growled
Jones, springing to his feet. "Why didn't you tel,l us was it, Dick?'
Jack Ben Harry Thurber, and a few others had come
~~rst, you fool wench?"
Some of the soldiers ran upstairs, and some followed up and they' were all greatly interested.
They were much entertained by Dick's story, but
Jones outside.
greatly excited when they learned that there would be
Dick had made his way to the barn without delay.
something for them to do shortly.
He found Major and led him out.
Patsy and Carl took their horses and went out on the
The delay caused by the woman in not stating the case
road soon after this.
at once had been to Dick's advantage.
"It wud be a foine thing to foind some av these raidhers
He was in the saddle and speeding along the road by
ourselves, do ye moind,'' said Patsy,
the time Jones came out.
"Ya I bet me dot was fun, off dose raiders don't was
A clump of trees hid him from the house, and Hank
.Tones had to go to the barn before he knew that he had shase ~s demselves, alretty.''
"Go on wid yez, sure we wouldn't let them, Cookyescaped.
Then he began to blame every one for allowing Dick to spiller.''
get away.
They were on the top of a bill when Patsy, looking
He was as much to blame as the rest for not keeping through the trees, suddenly whispered:
a better watch upon so important a prisoner.
"Ya, dot was dose redgoats, I bet me.''
This he seemed to forget, and blamed everybody else.
There were cows at the bottom of the hill, and there
"You knew the rebel was a slippery fellow," said the were red ·coats, or what seemed very much like them, at
landlord, "and you should have bound him hand and any rate.
"
foot and then stationed some one inside and out to watch
Charge
"Come on," cried Patsy in a hoarse whisper.
him."
the villains ! "
"It's all right ter talk now that he's got out," snarled
Then away dashed Patsy down the hill with a whoop and
the Tory. "Whyn't yer think er thet before?"
a swing of his hat.
retort.
the
was
"He was not my prisoner,"
Carl followed, letting out a ·roar and fairly flying down
"Yer'd've had something fer keepin' of him an' ye'd the hill.
.
'.have made er good score from ther sogers. Et was your
The cows began to follow and run in. all direction~.
place as well as mine ter look after him."
The red-shirted boys who had them m charge tried to
"Rubbish!" retorted the landlord, and Hank Jones keep them together, but in vain.
' scolded and reviled to no purpose.
"Surrindher, ye vilyans !" yelled Patsy, charging upon
The Hessians and Queen's Rangers left the place and the boys.
.
' :went back to their quarters.
One fell over the fence, another got his feet in the ditch,
Then Hank Jones got upon his horse, with young Hank and another fell flat in the dusty road.
"What's ther matter with you fellers?" this boy asked,
beside him, and rode off toward White Plains, near which
indignantly as he picked himself up.
he lived.
"We ain't cowboys," said another. "What's the matter
Meanwhile, 11eeing that there yJas no pursuit, Dick
with yer anyhow?"
£lackened his pace, so as not to excite suspicion.
He passed several groups of soldiers, but they scarcely
"Batsy," said Carl, "dose don'd was redcoats, dey was
red shirts."
·looked at him.
Reaching the tavern, he saw Henry at the door and
"Sure, Oi can see they are now, but whoy did yez tell
me they wor redcoats?"
; gave her a quick signal.
She came down to the road and said:
"You was told me dey was been raiders alretty, and I
"I would not have known you, captain. Why have t'oight dey was redgoats.''
:you changed your disguise?"
"Ye're blame funny, I think, makin' all this trouble,"
sputtered the boy on the fence, "but who's goin' ter ketch
"It was necessary," shortly.
"You have been in danger?" anxiously.
them cows?"
Patsy and Carl did this for the boys, who started up
"Yes, and a prisoner, but it is hard to hold me. I
generally manage to slip away.'
the hill again and down a lane.
"Sure I do be thinking we made fools av ourselves,
"There are Rangers in the house, and if you
,
Cookyspillcr,'' laughed Patsy, as they rode back.
thought--"
"Nein, you was ein fool made off me, alretty. I don'd
"Very good," said Dick, dismounting.
Leaving Major at the back of the house Dick en- was had someding to doed mit it."
"A~ow, -vrn'll s::.y nothing about it pb.win we get
iued..
N·o one recognized llim, and there were several present back.''
"All ri~ht. we don'd was sayed n odings."
who had seen him before.
tlut tne ooys hea:r;d of it just the same.
He sat not far from a door and ordered a mug of punch,
;which he had no intention of drinking, however.
His clothes, hat and the manner of brushing his hair
gave him the appearance of a man, and he had to act
accordingly.
CHAPTER XL
The Rangers were talking very boastingly of things
they expected to do and Dick learned much.
E<litk Missing.
The troops were to be withdrawn from the neighborhood
news of the intended raid to tha
the
Dick communicated
j:)f Kingsbridge, as he had supposed was likely.
fie Ran2"ers were to go on a :aid befo1·e they left, how- . general.: 8Jl.,ti. ~ force was dispatched to· meet the r.ai<W.rs.
rt was to take place the next morning, and at sunrise the
evtt, ana were now boastmg of it.
They paid no attention to Dick and, being deep in their Liberty Boys were on the march.
_The ~ueen's Rangers came o~ in full force from
cups, talked more freely than they would otherwise have
Kmgsbndge, and were met by the Liberty Boys before they
done.
,Hewing heard all that he wished. Dick left quietly# no one had begun their wm:k,
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"They never do, they couldn't," laughed Bob. "They
In an instant the gallant boys charged, Dick giving the
would be thrashed oftener than they are now if they did.''
command and waving his sword.
Reaching Dick's house, the boys found both girls there.
"Raid the raiders, liberty forever!" shouted the boys.
Mrs. Slater was not feeling as well as usual, and Edith
The Rangers were greatly surprised at meeting the
and Alice were taking care of her.
Liberty Boys.
Dick had told them of Henry, and they were very glad to
They did not suppose that their intended raid was known,
and then they considered it the height of impudence for see her.
"Can't I do something?" she said. "You look tired. Do
a lot of boys to att a ck them.
a rest and let me do something.''
take
of
many
however,
veterans,
like
were
Boys
Liberty
1'he
went to work quietly and was so efficient that both
She
years.
two
than
more
served
having
them
charmed.
were
girls
at
volley
scattering
a
fired
and
The Rangers charged
The invalid seemed to like to have the girl about her
the Liberty Boys, thinking to easily disperse them.
into . a refreshing sleep.
In return they received such a galling fire that they and soon fellhere,
if you will let me," Henry said, "and
"I will sit
quite changed their opinion of the plucky fellows.
est."
r
a
get
can
you
then
The Liberty Boys followed up their volley by charging
"You had better, sister," said Dick. "You look tired. If
impetuously.
you, Henry can call you."
They drove the Rangers before them like a flock of mother wants
"Very well, brother," said Edith. "I am in need of a
sheep and sent in another volley which emptied many a
rest, as you say.''
saddle.
The boys returned with Henry's box and took it up to ·
little
a
been
having
up,
Then a party of Lee's men came
Dick's house.
late in arriving.
Edith got a good rest, Henry sitting up with the in·
The Liberty Boys divided to let them pass through, and valid that night.
they fell upon the enemy and pursued them vigorously.
Now and then she bad an hour's sleep, but was awake
The boys had already won a victory over the Queen's on the instant that the patient wanted anything.
Rangers, however, and Lee's men finished the work so
In the morning Mrs. Slater was better, but there was a
well begun.
certain kind of medicine that was needed.
Edith knew just where to get it, and set off upon her
The enemy fled in the greatest confusion, and a number
were made prisoners.
horse to procure it.
That day the troops were withdrawn from Kingsbridge
Her mother was quite used to the girl now, and liked
and returned to New York.
her so that Edith felt perfectly safe about leaving her.
The Liberty Boys went back t o their old camp for a
That forenoon Dick was in his tent when Henry came
day, and then moved up to one which they had often occu- riding into camp.
pied between White Plains and Ta rrytown.
She went at once to Dick's tent and asked:
This gave Dick and Bob n chance to see more of the
"Is Edith here?"
"No," said Dick. "Was she expected to come?"
girls.
The day after the boys moved their camp Henry came up.
"I did not think so, but she has not returned with the
"I have left my stepfather's," she said, simply.
medicine and I thought she may have come here.''
"What are you going to do?" asked Dick.
"No, ;be has not. Is she at Alice's?"
"No, Alice is with your mother. I came to look for
"Get work of some kind. I could not remain there, where
there is so much hypocrisy."
t
"D'd
~ith.''
you go o
l
"Something has happened,'' said Dick.
"You walked?" asked Dick.
"Yes, the horses were not mine."
the chemist's?"
"Yes, and she had procured the medicine and gone on."
"But you will need clothes. Those are yours."
it."
hid
and
way
the
of
part
box
"I brought a little
Dick at once sent for Bob.
"Edith is missing," he said. " You remember how those
"Could you tell one of the boys where it is, so that he
ruffians scowled at us yesterday?"
could go after it?"
"Yes, I can describe the spot exactly."
"They generally do," said Bob.
"But yesterday they were a little worse than usual."
Henry then told where she had hid the box, a few miles
"What do you suspect, Dick?" Bob asked anxiously.
below.
"That Edith had been carried off in revenge.''
Ben and Sam mou nted their horses and went for it.
"Then we must find her.''
Then Dick got a horse for Henry, a nd she and the two
"Yes. Let us start at once.''
boys rode off toward Dick',, house.
Major and Bob's horse were quickly brought out, and
"We will get you something to do," Dick said, ''but in
the meantime you must be my guest.''
Dick said to the girl:
"Return to the house at once, and tell Alice that we ar~
On the way they met Hank J ones and two or three other
looking for Edith. Do not alarm my mother.''
evil-looking men riding along.
Jones scowled and hung his head and kept to the farther
"No, I will not."
"Stop at the chemist's on the way and get more of the
side of the road.
said.
girl
the
"They are evil-looking men,"
medicine. Tell him it is for us.''
"Their looks do not belie their characters," laughed.
"Very well," and Henry rode off without deiay.
Bob. "That was Hank J ones and some of his cronies, Bill
The boys set off in a di ffe rent direct ion.
Dick's first thought was tha t Jones or some other Tory,
Ferris, Jim Arrowson and Tom Willis.''
"Jones tried to keep me a prisoner," said Dick, "but perhaps a number of them , had at:rl-:..: ;,tcd E:fri;h eitt1~
out of revenge or to hold her for a ransom.
did not succeed."
Both girls were well known, and it did not seem possible
"I will remember t hem if I see them again," Henry said.
"They a void u s as much as possiblf," said Dick.
U1at Edith could have been ~rri e d off without some ons
"They make trouble whenever they can," added Bob, "but having seen it.
they generally want big odds, six to one or something like
"We'll beat up the qu~rters of those scoundrels," said
Dick, "and if it is necessary to take all the Liberty Boys,
that.''
'
Half a mile further on they met young Scroggs, Bill we will get her away from her abductors.'
"We've got to find out -where she is first," said Bob. "I
Burgess, Young Jones, and nearly a dozen more.
"These boys are all bullies," said Dick, "and some of don't see bow she could have been carried off, but shl
must have been, and we've got to find be£."
them are sone of the men we met."
Henry looked rapidly at the boys from one to the other.
"We will!" said Dick, firmly.
Some of the bullies r emembered the last time they bad
road.
the
of
met Dick and Bob, and kept to the other side
CHAPTER XII.
Others shouted insulting remarks at the boys, but kept
out of the way.
Searching for Edith.
"They would have attacked us if they had had more
The boys set out immediately for the quarter where
boys," laughed Bob. "Some of them remember the last
Jones lived.
time we met them.''
It was a most disreputable section and strangets avoided
";why don't they fight ~ven '!" asked Henry.
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it at night and did not go thrnugh it by day unless armed.

The boys were determined, however, ·and ·:had no fear.
When they reached .the evil quarter they were: greeted
with black looks, but no one molested them.
The sight of . the boys' pistols, openly displayed, evidently
deterred the Tories.
Some of the boys shouted abuse at them, but that was all.
Reaching the hvuse where Jones was they saw young
Hank sitting on the doorstep.
"Where is your father?" asked Dick.
"In the house," with a snarl.
"Tell him I want to see him."
"He's ersleep, he's ersleep all night, come home 'toxicated
an' hain't got over et."
The man's wife, hearing the talk, came to the door, and
said:
"What yer want o' my man, yer rebels? What's he's
doin' on now?"
·"Where is he?" asked Dick.
"Sleepin' of a carouse, the shiftless critter, an' me erworkin' me fingers off/'
"Let me see him."
"'Twon't do no good, he's dead ersleep, an' won't took
ter yer . . Yer c'n come in ef yer like." .
Dick entered the untidy house, and found Hank Jones
in bed, sound asleep.
He was not pretending, but was really asleep, as his
heavy breathing showed.
Dick could tell that there was no pretense, and left the
house, saying:
·
"It's a good thing for him that he had nothing to do
\vith the affair we are investigating. Otherwise it would
,m ean a term iti jail."
"Wall, less he done et erfore last night, he hain't been
inter anything thet I know sence," said the woman.
"What yer want him fur?" asked young Hank.
. "See that you keep out of mischief. or we may want
you," was Dick's reply.
Then the two boy;,; rode off.
"He was honestly asleep, was he?" asked Bob.
"Yes, and has been for hours. I . smelled the fumes of
liquor on his breath. He was not pretending, nor had he
been asleep for a short time only."
"Then he had nothing to do with running off with Edith?"
"He certainly was directly concerned in it."
"But you think he may have known of it?"
"Yes, and others, the men we met yesterday. You saw
how they looked at us?"
"But they have always done that, Dick. They don't like
us, and have threatened us on more than one oc:.casion."
"I know it, and they have offered us violence before now
and arc just the men to do a thing like that."
'
"Very true," agreed Bob.
"We must hunt up the rest," continued Dick, "and unless
they can prove that they had nothing to do with it we
will make trouble for them."
"Very good.''
"We will go and see Willis first. He lives the nearest."
"All right," and the boys kept on their way.
Reaching the Tory's house they saw his wife hard at
work.
"Where is Willis?" asked Dick.
"None o' yer business!" snapped the women.
"It is my business," said Dick. "There has been a
crime committed and if he was concerne.d in it lie will get
in jail.''
"He's in the lo~kup a'ready," snarled the woman, "fer
be:n• ~<l1mnk, au' if yer wanter sec hi111, yer'd better go
t.he~e,.
-ind the W<>JllQll went on with her work.
!'h·. wan w~ <R.:n;amly not iu eight, a'ld Dick Vias
forcea to believe h1s wi:tc's story of his disappearance.
He hear d corroboration of it elsev. here as he and Bob
rode on.
,
They 1.earned that another of the Tories they liad seen
the day before had gone to New York, a;1<l that one was
sick in bed.
"The scoundrels will all keep 01:1t of the way because they
know that we are looking for them," sputtered Bob.
"Some of them have good excuses, Bob."
Maybe they have,. but it's very funny that all the men
we suspect are out of the way at just this time.''
"Very true/' agreed Dick. "It .seems more than a coin1
'

"I think we had better disguise ourselves and take up
the search. As long as we are known we can .do nothing."
"You may be ·right, Bob, and it will be no harm to try ...
it."
'
The boys then rode off towards Dick's house to see if they
could learn anything of the missing girl.
On the way they met Scroggs, young Jones, Bill Burgess
and nearly a score of the Tory bullies.
They began to jeer at the boys, and youngs Scrogg
said:
'"Yah ! Looking fur yet sister, ain't yer, yer rebel? I
know where she is, but I won't tell yer."
"Catch that young scoundrel, Bob!" cried Dick.
Bob was off bis horse and pursuing Scroggs in an instant.
,
The bully fled in terror., Bob after him at full speed.
Dick scattered the rest of the boys, and seized young
Hank and another by their collars. ·
"What do you young ruffians know about it?" asked
Dick.
. ,
. ,
"Dunno nuthin', and anyhow my dad d1dn t have notbm
ter do with it," said Jones.
"What does Scroggs know about it?" with a shake.
"I dunno, but I dunno nothin' myself. You leggo me, I
tell yer."
,
,
"Jinkins an' some other fellers stole her erway, an shes
up in ther mounting," whined the other boy., "Scroggs. an'
me heard em talkin' erbout et. Hank Jones dad was mto
it, bo, only he--"
"Tell yer he wasn't," yelled young Jones, beginning to
pound his companions in misery.
"Here, you stop that!" the latter cried. "Lemme git
at him."
"Tell yer he didn't have nuthin' ter do with et!"
"'l'ell yer he did, an' then he went erway an' got intoxi'
cated, so's they wouldn't 'spect him."
'Ye're er big liar, he didn't. ,,
"Ye're er big liar, he didn't."
The two boys broke away from Dick and began pounding
each other vigorously.
.
Young Jones got the worst of it, and presently fled, his
assailant pursuing him hotly.
Bob caught Scroggs after an exciting .chase.
He fairly shook the bully out of his coat and shirt,
·and then, holding him by the wrist, said fiercely:
"Tell us whe;re Dick's sister is or I'll throw you headfirst into the ditch!"
"I dunno where she is. I was only lyin'-!'' bellowed
Scroggs.
"That wouldn't be anything new for you, and you're lying
now.
'!'hen Bob gave the bully's arm a twist that brought him
to his knees with his face in a bier brush.
"Ouch! You leggo an' I'll tell!" be howled.
"Where is the place?" and Bob brought the bully up
standing with another twist.
"Up in ther mountins, I dunno where, ast Jinkins," blubbered Scroggs.
"If you are lying again, I'll give you a worse thrashing
than you've ever had!" cried Bob, giving the bully a re•
sounding cuff.
"Ouch! You leggo an' I'll tell!" he howled.
truth. It's up in ther mountins, but I dunno where. Jinkins
knows."
"Then get out!" said Bob, releasing the howling bully.
::3cr oggs took to his heels and ran as he had never run
before.. . , •
. _
.
h e qu c;--...ry msappe&re<l, and then Bob reJomed Dick
"The. sneak say1 that J!nkins has taken her into tho
moc.ntams somewnere, but he ctoes not know where,'' sail!
Bob.
"Yes, thats what I heard, and that Jones had something to do w ith it. Probably with the planning, and then
he went and got intoxicated so that he could prove an
al;bi."
"We'd lietter go and tell Alice, and then put on disguises and look for Edith."
"Yes, I think so,'' and then both boys mounted and
rode away.
They saw nothing more of the bullies and shortly reached
Dick's house.
T.hey met Alice putside, and she sai~

I
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"Your mother is sleeping easily, Dick, and seems to
be better. Henry brought back the medicine from the chem.
ist's."
"Where is she now?"
"Gone to look for Edith."
"But, my girl, she knows nothing of the region, and--"
"She says she does, and she is in disguise as a boy, and
no one will know her. She wanted to do that, and I could
not refuse her."
"It is all right, my girl," answered Dick. "She is a clever
spy, and I think will be able to hear something."
"At any rate it will be one more at work," :;aid Bob.

CHAPTER XIII.

Henry on the Trail.

"An' nobody don't 'sjiect; that ther gal is up here?"
"No. An' we'll make Dick Slater pay well for givin' of
her up."
"That's right. You stay here an' keep watch, an' I'll go
down an' hear what's going on."
"Yus, they don't 'spect yer ertall, so it's safe."
"Yus, an' yer kin stay an' keep watch, though I hain't
got a idee thet they'll come up here to look fur ther gal."
"No, they won't never think of et."
The two men then separated, one going down the hill
the other back among the trees.
He might be the only one left to guard the stolen girl, or
he mi_ght have C,j:!mpan~ons.
•
.
.
ThJ.S Henry determined to ascertam without delay.
Waiting until the sound of the descending footsteps had
died away, she crept stealthily forward.
Two or three hundred yards farther on, in a inost wild
and picturesque glade in the mountains, she saw a small
log cabin.
In front of this sat a rough looking man smoking a
pipe.
No one else was in sight, buj tke door of the cabin was
open and there mig·ht be othws within.
Henry listened attentively, but heard no sound from the
cabin.
Creeping back some little distance she arose nnd walked
carelessly forward, whistling and cut.ting off the tops of
the grass and wild flowers with a stick.
As she came in sight of the cabin she paused.
"Hallo," sh~ said. "I'm glad to see some one."
"Hallo, who be you P' growled the man sitting on the
doorstep.
"Oh, I'm Pete Wilson," in a careless tone. "Who are
you? Live here? I'm afraid I've Jost my way."
"Where was yer goin''!"
"Over to Tarrytown."
"That's that ere way," pointing. "You'll find er path over
yonder. How'd yer get up here, anyhow?"
"Oh, just walking."
.
"Wall, yer just walk over yonder an' yer'll t'ind ther
way. Yer don't Jive 'round here, do yer, boy?"
"No, I don't. Got any water in the house?"
"No, I hain't. Yer'll find er spring on ther way down."
"Haven't you anything to eat in the house?"
"I ain't. My woman's went out an' ther ain't nothin'
ertall."
"No woman, eh!" Who is that in the cabin, thenr
The man t urned his head to look ai the door.
In an instant Henry dashed forward and threw hifu upon
his back.
Then she clapped a pistol, with which Dick had prodded
her, to his head and said:
"Lie still or I'll put a bullet in your head! Edith, are
you there?"
"Yes," cried Edith, "but I am bound."
Henry took away the man's pistols and unfastened his
belt.
"Put up your hands!" she commanded, putting a pistol to
his head.
The fellov.r P'tomutlv obe:.ed.
She bound him with the belt, and said::
"Now get up and go and lie down in one of those
bunks."
The man obeyed.
Henry quickly cut the cords that bound Edith, and then
secured the man's ankles with them.
•
Then she and Edith hurried out, and Henry fastened tne
door on the outside.
"How wdid you dare do it?'" asked Edith.
"Because you were in peril, my dear girl," was Henrts
reply.
"How did you know I was up h~?"
"By following the trail, and then I saw one of the ruf-

Henry had the suit of boy's clothes which she had
previously worn in the box which had been brought to
the house.
·
Her hair was short !or a girl, and she therefore easily
passed for a boy among those who were not as sharp-eyed
as the Liberty Boys.
She suspected that some of the Tories had abducted
Edith, and made up her mind that she would not rest till
the missing girl was found.
There was a short cut through the woods from the village.
She made sure that Edith had taken this short cut.
Sure enough, when she went there she found traces of a
struggle.
She then followed the trail to the road.
Here she found wheel tracks close to the woods.
They Jed across the road through a lane and up a steep
hill.
Then they suddenly ceased, and went off down the hill in
another direction.
From where they turned, however; there were footprints
up the hill.
Then Henry found Edith's handkei:-chief and a piece of
her dress clinging to a bush.
.
.
She was on the trail now, and determmed to follow it.
It was hard work, toiling up the hill over rough rocks
~nd past tangled underbrush.
She stopped to rest now and then, the trail being quite
l)lain.
- There was only one really good path here, and this
Henry followed.
Farther up the hi!,! there were two, and there was 110
footprints on either, the ground being hard.
She took one of the paths, but after :following it a time
found it led to the foot of the steep bluff which even goats
could not climb.
Retracing her steps, she went back to where the path
divided.
She then took the other path and toiled up the hill.
Resting near the top, she suddenly heard voices.
Somebody was coming up the path.
Creeping into the thicket Henry waited till the man
passed.
Peering out cautiously, she recognized him as one of the
Tories she had seen.
He went on up the hill, and the girl followed cautiously.
She saw him enter a piece of thick woods and, later,
heard the sound of voices.
She crouched at the foot of a tree, among some bushes,
and listened.
Presently two men ~ame walking slowly along a narrow
path.
She did not dare to look up for fear of being detected, fuan.-~ ..
but listened intently.
"Can you find your way eo;-;T."The rebels is lookin' fur her, Joe Jinkens."
"Oh, yes, I think so. But make haste.
"I suppose they air."
"They 'spected Hank Jones done et, but he's fixed er may come up."
allerby all right."
"Yas, Hank could do that."
give out
"An' some er ther others has went erway, or
"Come," said H-enry.
.
that they have.''

Some one else
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At that moment three or !our evil-looking men camei
bursting out of the bushes at a little distance.
As they came running up, Dick said:
A Fearless Girl.
"What do you want? Stop where you are!"
"We're lookin' fur er cow what run away," snarled one.
The two girls descended the path as rapidly as was safe, "What yer got ter say erbout et, ennyhow?"
llenry assisting Edith.
"You were not, Jinkins. If you stay around here you'll
The man in the cabin continued to shout and beat upon get into jail. Keeping young ladies prisoners is an offense
the door.
against the--"
"All I am afraid of is that he may attract some one," said
"Dunno what ye're torkin' erbout, an' my name ain't Jin•
Henry.
kins, anyhow."
"He can do nothing even if he does get out."
The men backed away and went off in another direction.
"No, not bound as he is. He should have been gagged,
Dick and Bob put Edith and Henry on their horses and
but I could not bear to touch him."
returned to the house.
"I wonder you could do what you did," sai\f Edith.
Then Henry told what she had heard.
"Thought Jones had something to do with it," said
The sound of the shouts grew fainter as the two girls
Dick.
hurried down the slope.
"They knew that we would be after them," added Bob,
Suddenly, however, Henry paused and said:
"and so tried to arrange for an alibi."
"Some one is coming.''
"And if it had not been for those boasting bullies we
"Hurry and make your escape," cried Edith. "Brother
would have had more trouble finding Edith."
Dick will come and rescue me.''
"We've got to clear the neighborhod of Jones and such
"We must hide," said Henry, the sound of hurrying footfellows," declared Bob with emphasis. "They are nuissteps growing louder and nearer.
She hurried Edith into a thicket, where both crouched ances.''
behind bushes.
Late in the afternon Dick and Bob, now in uniforms,
In a few minutes some one went hastening past, and the rode over to the quarter where Jones lived.
girls crept out and went on down the slope.
The house was shut and there was no one in it, appar•
They soon failed to hear the sounds from the cabin, ently.
but at length Henry heard some one else coming.
Other houses where Tories lived showed the same ai>She had just time to hide Edith when two men came pearance.
along.
"They have taken the alarm and have gone away," said
"Where are you going, boy?" one of them asked.
Dick.
"Oh, just around a bit. I was afraid of losing my
"It looks like it," agreed Dick.
way.''
"They have saved us the trouble of getting rid of
"Wall, yer right, so go on an' look fur yerself."
them, and it is certainly much better that way than if we
had been obliged to eject them."
"All right.''
She then went on, and as soon as they were out of sig~t
"It is, of course," laughed Bob, "but I would have liked
the fun of driving them out, and now we wont have it.''
Henry called to Edith.
"Those were some of the Tories in the village," Edith
The bullies did not come near them, and they went
said. "One of them was with the men who carried me off back to the camp without meeting with a single adven.
this morning.''
tu re.
They hurried on and at length the path became less
The news had already reached the camp that Edith had
falling.
of
danger
precipitate and there was less
been rescued, and the boys were all glad to see Dick and
The men who had gone up might release the . other, Bob.
and then all would come hurrying down the mountain.
"We lost a lot of fun driving the Tories out," said Bob,
They went on, therefore, and had nearly reached the road "for they have taken the alarm and have gone, Jones and
when they saw Scroggs, young Jones and three or four several others.''
others coming along.
"The neighborhood can easily spare them," declared
Mark.
"There are those dreadful boys," said Edith.
'But it would have been fun to have cleared them out,"
"I'll take care of them," said Henry, cutting a stout
said Jack. "We've raided the raiders, whacked the Hes•
stick.
Young Scroggs was feeling sore in body and mind after sians, and pursued the Yagers, and that would have been
one more pleasure.''
the shaking up Bob had given him.
"We'll have something to do before long, Jack, never
"Hallo, there's Slater's sister now," he said.
"An' that's er rebel feller with her," added young Jones. fear," said Dick. "The general does not leave us long
idle.''
"Let's lick him.''
"Since he do be knowin' phwat loively fel]ys we are," said
"If he aint er rebel we'll lick him ennyhow, 'cause he
·
Patsy.
don't belong around here," said another.
"Und dot we was lige to doed somedings all der dime,
The boys came on in a threatening manner, and Henry
alretty," added Carl.
said:
Dick was right about there being something to do in a
"You bullies are up to some mischief. What do you
time, for at supper time a messenger arrived from the
short
want?"
commander-in-chief with a note to Dick.
"Let's show him!" said Scroggs, making a dash.
The young captain read it, and said to Bob and Mark:
The others rushed up at the same time, intending to take
"The general wishes me to go to the city and see what
Henry by surprise.
I can learn about the enemy. This may mean that we shall
Henry had held the stick behind her back.
As the bullies sprang forward to attack her, she began to have plenty to do shortly."
''You want to go to-night, I suppose?" said Bob.
ply it most vigorously.
"It will be well to start, I think, and go as far as Kings.
Scroggs was hit over the shoulder, Jones got it on the
bridge, for I shall be just that much on my waY, in the
arm, and others on their legs and backs.
Then Henry broke the stick over Scrogg's back and drew morning.''
"Yes, I suppose so," said Bob, and in half an hour Dick
her pistol.
otf.
was
"Get out!" she said. witl) great emphasis.
':"...: bullie11 backed •way, and then a shout was heard.
Dick and Bob were coming and had recognized the
CHAPTER XV.
in their disguise, but they
bullies did not know
In tAe Citf.
auspected them to be friends of Edith's, and took to their
heels.
Putting on a disguise which none of his· enemies would
Then Dick and Bob came up and dismounted.
be likely to penetrate, Dick set out upon Major, and rod~
"So, you found her, did you?" asked D~
as far as Kingsbridge. with very ~w lrto»&i
");es, but tbe ru1lia.Ds are coming, and~
CHAPTER XIV.
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Major had wind, speed and endurance, and could have
take.n a much longer journey had it been necessary.
Dick found the tavery open, having come rapidly, and
he went to one where he knew t he landlord to be a thorough-going patriot.
He made arrangements to leave Major here until his
return and then, as the inn kept by Henry's stepfather was
still open, he resolved to go there and see what he could
learn.
There were no longer any Queen's Rangers or Hessians
on that side of Spyt den Duivel Creek, but Dick had an idea
that he might le.arn something at the inn.
The frequenters of the place were mostly Tories, and
if there were any news they would be likely to talk it
over, and he might learn something, therefore.
Walking over to the Sheaf and Sickle he found a number
of men in the main room smoking long pipes and drinking
ale or punch.
In the little bar there were some apples toasting on, the
back of the well-filled grate, and a copper kettle was singing
merrily above them, its lid dancing up and down as the
steam puffed out.
There was a sharpness in the air outside, and the mugs
of steaming punch on the polished tables showed that the
frequenters felt and were fortifying themselves against
it.
Dick saw Jones, the landlord and a stranger, a man of
legal aspect, in the bar.
He took a seat near· the door and gave a mo.slest order as
I
a serving maid came up.
The host, taking a stone bottle from a cupboard, partly
filled two glassl!s from the botle, poured in enough of an
oily whitish liquor from the stone jug to nearly fill them, then
put a hot, mealy roasted apple in each.
One of the bot toddies was for himself, the other for the
man of legal aspect.
"Yer don't gimme er chanst ter show whether I appredo yer, Eli Bussing?" snarled Jones.
"You've never patronized the Sheaf and Sickle, Hank
Jones," retorted Bussing, "and you're only here on sufferance now."
"Ain't ther news I brought yer wuth suthin ?" snarled
Jones.
"A glass or two o' spirits, yes, but I keep my choice
liquors for those who appreciate them."
"Yer don't gimme er chanst ter show whether I erpreeiate 'em or not," with a growl. "Didn't I tell yer ther
gal was up ter Slater's?"
"But, but we could have discovered it. Your good health,
Mr. Grasp."
"He seems weII named,'' was Dick's thought. "He seems
to be a shrewd, grasping fellow. I wonder if this is any
concern of mine?"
"The mere fact of the young female person being here
or there, or elsewhere, is of small account,'' the lawyer said,
sipping his toddy.
"Not at all,'' muttered Bussing. "It's not so much the
wench we want as--"
"Exactly!" the lawyer interposed.
"I think it does,'' thought Dick.
Jones drank his spirits and water, pulled his hat over
his eyes, and stretched out his feet.
"There's suthin' ter be made outer ther gal, an' I've
told yer where she is an' I orter have my deserts," he
growled.
"You'll get them, Hank,'' said the host, with a grin.
Hank Jones drank more of his spirits and settled farther
into his chair.
The landlord and the lawyer watched him for a few minutes, slowly sipping their toddies.
At last the Tory's head fell upon his breast and he
emitted a lusty snore.
"Could we get possesion, do ~ou tbinkT" asked Bussing.
"The young female person is underage. You could have
p>UrSelf appointed guardian, and then-the longer she
stayed away the better, I should say.''
"The old rascal!" was Dick's thought.
"Yes, and the less she knows. t.oo. She does not know
bow much it was, and. :would naturally suppose that I got it
a11r~

.

' lt

"Exactly. but the mother wished to leave lier a dowry, as
it were.''
"Yes, and it's been growing, and was· bigger at the outset
than I thought."
"The business can be easily arranged," said Grasp. "I
shall go to the city in the morning. I have my pass and
the instructions from you, and all there is to do is t.o learn
just who has taken charge of the funds and preseut the
papers, the application, et cetera.''
"You have them all?"
"Yes," and the lawyer took a number of papers from an
inner pocket of his long, black coat.
In doing so one of them slipped to the sanded floor and
'
made no noi&e.
"That is his pass," thought Dick. "He can enter the city
·
without it, bu I might not be able to."
He entered the room, dropped his handkerchief, picked up
both it and the paper, went over to the fire, took one of the
apples from the hob by the stem and took it back to his
table.
"Too bad to waste it,'' he said, carelessly, as he cut it in
two with his knife.
The landlord gave a grunt and Grasp returned his papers
to his pocket.
Dick had learned all he could at that time, and he shortly
·
left the inn.
"There is some money which belongs to Henry," he said
to himself, "and these two scoundrels wish to get possession
of it. I must see to it that they don't."
At an early hour the next morning he crossed the bridge
and struck toward the Bloomingdale road, which would take
him down upon the west side of the island.
He wore a suit of black and a broad brimmed hat, and
could easily pass for one in ·the legal profession.
Presenting his pass at the outer lines he was allowed to
proceed without question.
Farther on he found a farmer going down the river road
a few miles and got a lift for that distance.
Reaching the city at last he set off down Broadway
toward Bowling Green.
'He passed soldiers and citizens, but no one knew him and
he was perfectly safe.
Had one of the redcoats known that he was Dick Slat.er,
the famous spy, a boy that enjoyed the confidence of General
Washington, he would have been arrested in a moment.
In front of the old, or Trinity Church, which was the11
in ruins, he saw a group of three British officers. taking
earnestly.
They occupied the middle of the walk, and one was obliged
to turn out in order to pass them.
Dick stopped and, unnoticed, listened to their convel'$ation.
"They say that she will have a fine marriage por..
tion, of which she knows nothing," said one.
"But would she look with favor on your suit, do you·
think?" said another.
"An officer of the king is a fit match for any girl," pompously.
"To be sure, but giir ls have their preferences."
I can
"Very likely, but none were to remain single.
trust myself to make an impression on the lady.''
"For the sake of her money," laughed the third. "Who
is she?"
'She bears the name of one of our leading generals, Clinton, and, strange to say--·"
"This is a singular coincidence," was Dick's thought.
"Now, now, gentlemen, others have rights besides
yourselves,'' sputtered some one and, turning, Dick beheld
Lawyer Grasp.
"I beg you wiII allow me to pass,'' he said.
"There is the street,'' said one.
"Then take it,'' said Dick, and with a shove of hhi
shoulder he sent the impertinent redcoat reeling into the
gutter.
"I have myself been waiting to pass," he said, "but these
'
officers seem to think that they own the str-t.."
Dick and the lawyer now went on, ana wrasp saki:
"You served the puppies right. You are a musculail
youth, it would seem'! You should be in the army."
''To be like tbesel" with, a .laugh.. ..I prefer
. - the... Ja-w-a~
preseut.Q
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There were stores and many fine houses in the neighborhood to be visited, and the redcoats expected to make a
most. profitable r aid.
"I shall have to attend to t his," said Dick. "I was to learn
of just such movements as this, and I have been most
fortunate in discovering it ."
Leaving the t avern at length, he walked back to the solicitor's.
He saw that t here wa s no one in the office, and, ascending the steps, rai sed t he heavy brass knocker and pounded
on the door.
The solicitor answered t he summons ·and looked inquiringly at Dick.
"I am not in the legal profession, as you might think,"
said Dick, "and I wish to warn you against some who are,
one Grasp, for instance."
Dick Picks Up Information.
The other smiled and Dick continued:
"You have something to do, I presume, with the estate of
her daughter Henry
From a doorway on the opposite. side of the street Dick oiie, Mrs. Bussing, fonnerly Clinton,
ed?"
interest
persons
the
of
one
being
Watched t he lawyer .
'Well?"
The latter entered and was shown into a front room with
"Bussing is trying to get hold of the girl's money to
a large window.
use it fi>r his own pm-poses. Grasp is his attorney, I beThrough this Dick could see all that passed.
He could hear not hing, of course, but the gestures and lieve."
"Yes, so I understand. "
expressions of the t wo men often gave him an idea of what
"But you may not understand that the young woman will
they were saying.
he gets it first."
The solicit or was a dignified man with a large wig and not get any of it if be
paid to t he young lady herself."
"The money will
low ruffles, and, while he listened to the other, made many
it was better to warn :y:ou."
Thought
good.
"Very
'
manner.
quiet
a
in
but
~bjections,
chance to know somethmg of M.r.
I
but
wise,
was
"That
attitude
threatening
a
assumed
contrary,
the
on
Grasp,
be unprofessio nal to-"
would
it
course,
Of
Gmsp.
excitable.
and
vociferous
and was most
interposed Dick, "but he is
"
seoundred,
a
him
call
"To
him
wawhing
Dick,
and
out,
went
and
He arose at last
Ou.t of sight, was about to cross the street and enter tbe one."
"I have had several calls in regard to that business this
solicitor's office when old man Burgess and his son Bill
the solicitor said, smiling.
morning,"
turned into t he street.
"An officei· inquiring if it were true that the young lady
"Wants to foreclose a mort gage, I suppose," was Dick's
tion?"
:~!fht. "That's t he way he has made his money, they was to have a large man·ia ge por
sort."
hat
t
of
g
"Somethin
' k·, b u t t h e oId man sh ot a sh arp g 1ance
B i·11 scarceIy saw D ic
"And a money lender wishing to place a mortga ge on the
at hin1, and said:
property of the young lady's stepfat her ?"
"In the la w, eh?"
"Really, young sir, you seem to have a n intimate knowledge
"I know somet hing about it," answered Dick in an oily
this affair," with a smile.
of
·
hands.
his
rubbing
tone and
"~ have seen so~~ of your visito1·s, an d co,uld guess what
"Stay ar ound, then, and if t his fellow wants too much
then· errands were.
for his services I ma y employ you ."
'
n y~u ?· "
""Ad
said Dick.
"Very good, sir,'"
~~ mt~rested in the young lady, not as a siutor, but
I
and
house
solicitor's
Bur gess and Bill then entered the
.
.
.
friend.
a
..
as
j
went into t he front room.
Exactly. . Then 1f I tell _rou t hat her mterests are perIt was very cc:mmon in t hose days f or lawyer s to have
.
. . .
. ..
s.afe m . my ban~~--.
their offices a nd conduct their business in t heir houses, and fe~tly
I will beheve you, said Did~, lookmg fixedly at th e
there were several solicitors in this ver y street.
.
"This was an interru ption I did not look for," thought ot~er.
They ar e perfectly ~afe: I chan~·' to know all t he parties
Dick " but I don' t k now that it matters."
.
.
ed, lawyer s, sm tors and ot n e.-,;."
At that moment , however, there came a British officer interest
" Then I may tell the youn g lady that her n ghts will be
:Jown t he street who had seen Dick in t hat vei·y disguise in
thoroughly protected?"
f.JJc cu;y .
" You may."
as
faces
for
memory
a
good
as
nearly
.nih
1
man
.t;e was a
Looking over his shoulder, Dick ::~w approachin g t he
Dick himself.
officer he had seen befo re.
very
at
he
and
Di,s:k,
thought
up,"
·1( "e Rees me th ~ game is
"Is there a n entrance upon t he r ex· street?" he asked •
once tur ned and wal ked awa y."
"Yes but--"
.'.f.b.e efficer entered t he solicibr;s orrice, and Dick laughed.
"I a~ known to the officer coming. He will raise a hue
.··v u,r Ie9al friend is ha ving plenty of business t his
" It never rains but it and c~, and-" and Dick pushed his way in.
morning," he said to himself.
At that very moment the officer enter ed.
poµ rs."
"There is Dick Slater, the spy! St op him!"
He then t urned a nd went up Broa dway, going down as
Other redcoats were approachin g and took up the
far as Bowling Green.
Here he entered a t avern much frequented by officers cry.
"Straight ahea d," said t he lawyer, "down a short flight,
and took a ::;<!at in a corner.
the street."
Near him were four or five redcoats at a round table, across a garden a nd into
Dick hurried down the passage indicated.
smoking pipes and drinking ale from pewters.
At the end of the passage he paused for a minute to
"It ought to be successful, " said one. "No one will know
a decided alteration in his appearance .
make
surprise."
by
quite
taken
be
will
rebels
the
and
of it,
his coat inside out it became gray in place of
Turning
thought.
Dick's
was
not,''
"Perhaps
black.
rebels
the
back
drive
will
we
haul
rich
a
"Besiclee making
Unhooking the lower par t of his breeches, he turned
and make them keep their place."
,
up, and they· became gr ay a lso.
them
out?"
go
expedition
·~very good, and wh~n will this
h~
brim,
the
punching
and
out
inside
hat
his
Turning
then
not,
If
favorable.
"In the morning,' if the wind is
it.
of
hat
cocked
a
made
sudden
a
but
we will wait till night and take more time,
Then, brushing his hair back, he made a still further
da$h would be best."
.
" So it would, brothers, the :rebels will not 1;o expecting change.
Walking to the end of the garden, he opened the door
usJJ
ajar.
Listening further, Dick learned that the expeditio~ was ill the wall and left it slightlyflowel' beds near the house
He was strolling along the
in~dcd to. go up the Sound a short distance.

A very good cause, if one has a keel) mind, bnt there
are many in it who would better be digging ditches."
"Quite right, and some should be in the bridewell,'' with
a "chuckle.
" You have a very pret ty wit, rn.y young friend, but I :must
leilve you, as I have business to attend to."
-They had reached a cross street, down which Grasp turned,
and Dick watched him enter a house, over the door of which
was a brass sign bearing the name of solicitor.
"The scheme1· is at work," thought Dick.
'
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"There's more besides," said Dick, and he told Bob and·
Mark and a few more how Bussing was trying to get hold
of Henry's money.
"Hank Jones is down at- Kingsbridge, " he added, "and
likely to remain there."
"He will, if he knows what is best for him," added Bob "
...
.
dryly.
Everything was quiet about the camp that mght, and by
·.
daybreak they were in the saddle.
They had a pretty good ride before them, but their horses
.
were fresh and the air was crisp and bracing.
Dick had learned at just what point the enemy would
land, and so he would not be obliged to lose any time looking
1
for them.
The boys rode fast, and at last in the early morning arrived
in sight of the water.
Keeping within the shelter of a grove of trees, they at
length saw a number of large boats approaching.
Each contained from six to ten redcoats, so that there
was quite a large party altogether.
"You don't think they are any too many for us to ban..
die, do you, Dick?" asked Bob.
"No for as soon as the people hear the sound of firing
they ~ill want to take a hand in it."
"Very true."
On came the boats and at last landed not far from where
the Liberty Boys were lying in wait for them.
The redcoats came ashore rapidly and started off across
the fields toward the storehouses and the village.
Then, when they were well away from the boats, Dick
CHAPTER XVII.
gave the signal.
Out flew the Liberty Boys from cover and went dashSurprising the Raiders.
ing down upon the redcoats .
The latter fired a volley and then hurriedly formed in
• Hurrying to the bar of the tavery, Dick said a few words
line of battle to meet the daring boys.
m the landlord's ear.
The intrepid fellows dashed on, firing a tremendous volley
The man smiled and answered:
"I don't know anythink about it, except that it is miss- as they rode.
There was a larger party of the redcoats than there was
ing."
of the Liberty Boys.
"And they should have put it in the barn."
The gallant fellows were not intimidated, however.
"Exactly."
On they rushed, falling upon the redcoats with a cheer.
Bill Burgess and his father went into the coffee room,
The enemy was cut off from the boats and the boys atand Dick passed out through the bar into the hall and so
tacked them more fiercely than ever.
to the street.
Then from the village were seen coming men and boys in
Getting into the chair, he drove away.
.
He had no intention of stealing the chaise, and he would large numbers.
They had heard the firing and had come to see what it
return it, but it would save him a walk and teach the old
meant.
man a lesson.
The redcoats feared that they would be caught between
Burgess would not put up his chaise, because it would
two fires and now began to fight their way to the boats.
cost him something.
Dick suddenly dashed toward the shore as if in a reThis gave Dick a chance to borrow it and to give Burtreat.
gess a fright and a delay.
Reaching the beach many of the boys dismounted and
WeU up on• the Bloomingdale road Dick found a trustothers
wo1-thy groom to take tlrn horse and chaise back to the began hauling some of the boats on shore and setting
adrift.
Commons.
A small party had been left in charge of the boats.
"You can tell him Dick Slater borrowed it, if you like,"
he said with a laugh. He will appreciate that." l'
to flight.
They were promptly putfeaiing
k
D'
l
d"ffi
i
h
·
th r
·
P
that their flight would
On came the redcoats,
assmg e mes wit ou l cu ty, JC got a ift on the
road as far as Kingsbridge, and then, getting Major from be cut off through the loss of their boats.
.
the inn, continued his journey.
Then the boys quickly sprang into the saddle again and
He reached the camp at supper time and was heartily
met them resolutely.
d b th L 1'b t B
1
On came the villagers, and now the redcoats made a
er Y oys.
e
Y
we come
in the morning, boys," dash to one side, reached the shore and hurried toward the
for you to dorest."
"There is something
he said, " so be sure and get a good
·
boats.
Some of them were saved, but many were captured and:
'.'Sure, we;;1 be lyin'. awake wonderin' P'"'.hat ,!t is at all,"
. the saved ones were filled to the utmost.
. "
said Patsy, and so will get no ~est phwative:r;.
Now the villagers came up and sent in a galling fire u.t 1
"M~,re bed.de1· you was toldt 111m what was,,1t, Tick, said
esca in "CUC 0 ats
~h"
alretty.
shleep
to
went
was
he
Carl. und dm
•
P g •. ·
" ·~_
"It is another raid on the raiders," said Dick.
wounded by. "Horroo ! Oi'll be lyin' awake all noizht now. thinkin' l _iViany 1e1l nom tne boats and many were
.
_
.
av th~ fun Oi'm goin' fo have, bcgorrah," laugheu Patsy. J "a~ lire Il.'01;1 tne vmn;gers.,,,
Down w1th ~he raiders . they cried anc., runmng along
"Humbug: I bet me you was went to shleep and dori'd
waked oob to we poured some coldt water by your shore, they contmued to peppe•· the luckless redcoats.
Dick d;d no;, join in the purruit.
faces."
He had preve1ited the raid, and had d1iven off the raiders,
"Try it, Cookyspiller, " said Patsy "an' see phwat Oi'll
and that was enough.
do wid yez."
The villagers ran alnng s)10re, still peppering the red"You don'd was doed no<lings, for cause I was runned
out fo1· them to reach.
away when I doea dot un<l you on'd could catched me." coats until the boats put too far and
the redcoats could not
The raid had been a failure,
Dick then outlined the plan as he had heard it.
carefully;'.
"That will mean an early start and a ride," said Bob, "but guess why, all their plans having been made so
'
as they supposed.
we don't mind either."
The villagers returned at last, when tb.ere.,wa.iLno ·longe,r .
"And it will mean a surprise to the redcoats and Rangers,"
,_
a.hy chance of hitting a- redcoati
added .Mark. "a.nd :we don't mind that, either,"

'When half a dozen redcoats suddenly rushed into the
.
garden.
."Have you seen a young man in black pass this way?"
one of them asked.
Dick pointed to the door in the wall.
T~e redcoats hurried toward it and ran into the street.
D1ck returned as he had come and made his way to the
street.
"A thousand thanks," he said to the solicitor, . whom he
passed in the hall.
T~en he went up to Broadway, and up to the Commons,
hea11ng no sounds of pursuit.
• "Ra~her a close shave," he said to himself, "but a miss
lS a m1ss, whether small or great."
Near the Commons was a quiet tavern where Dick often
stopped when in the city.
~he landlord was ? thorough patriot, although he was
obhged to _keep a qmet tongue in his head during these
troublous times.
pick entered the place and ordered his dinner, it now
be,ng well on toward noon.
He had about finished it when, looking out of the window, he saw a horse and chaise drive up and two persons
get out.
They were old man Burgess and Bill.
"Just the thing," said Dick.

~
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The raiders returned to the city, and it was som~ time
befor e another raid was made on towns along the Sound.
\\' here they were it was on a larger scale, Governor Tryon
sending ships with a large number of troops and destroying
a number of towns.
When the villagers returned Dick gave them the captured
boats, something which they greatly appreciated.
"We are Liberty Boys, and I learned of their raid in New
York," said Dick.
"But you are camped up around White Plains somewhere,
ain't you?"
"Yes, and we started before daybreak so as to get here
in time to raid these raiders."
"W ell, you did it."
When the Liber ty Boys rode away all the village gave
them a hearty cheer.
They had raided the raiders, captured a number of boats,
arms and ammunition, and had shown the enemy that they
were ready.
Amid the cheers of the populace the brave boys rode
away, and reached their camp before noon, many of the
people not knowing they had gone until they came ba ck.
"Folks will find out how lively we are some day," laughed
Bob, and the boys all agreed with him.
"Oi say, Cookyspiller," said Patsy, soon after reachinf?
camp.
"What you was sayed?" asked Carl, who we.s sitting on a
log.
"Get up out av dhat an' come wid me."
"For why?" I was busy."
"An' phwat are yez doin'?" asked the good-natured Irish
lad, in surprise.
"Sitting down."
"Sitting down, is it?"
"Yah, dot's me. Couldn't you saw nodings!
Did you
t'ought I was running?"
"Shure, an' Oi niver saw yer run, onless dhe inimy was
afther yez," with a laugh.
"Humbug!" sputtered Ca1·l.
"Well, niver mo ind dhat, but come wid me an' get something to eat for dhe bhys."
"Yah, Batsy; I• go mit you .meinselluf."
"Come along, dhin."
P atsy walked away, but riresently shouted, very excitedly:
"Look out, Dootchy! Yeller jackets! Look out!"
Ca rl jumped and ran over to Patsy in a terrible fright.
"Where dey was? Where was dose yaller shacket s?"
"Shure an' Oi donno," roared Patsy. "Oi t owld yez to
look out for dhim, becos Oi knowed yez wor afeered av
dhlm, dhat's all."
"Humbug!" said Carl, and the two Liberty Boys left the
camp together.
Walking along, they stopped at the first house they
came to and Patsy walked a round to the r ear door a nd
knocked.
To a woman who answered his summons he said :
"Good avenin,' ma'am! Yez do be luckin' as foine as a
May mornin,' so yez are."
"What can I do for ye, Patsy?"
"An' how did yez know me name wasn't Moike ?"
"I guessed it."
"Mebbe yer can guess pbwat Oi want for dhe bhys
dhin?"
"Maybe it's some bread and milk, me boy."
"Yez can have anither guess, an' av yez don't guess a
J>lg, yez can have anither thry."
"It's a pig ye do be wantin'."
"It's an illigant guesser yer are, Mary."
"Guess me name and ye can have two pigs."
"Shure an Oi'll tkae dhim annyhow, for Oi know it's
;Norah."
"Go around and help yersilf."
The two comical fellows went around to the pigpen
and Patsy picked out a little pig, which he said would
just do.
Carl went into the pen, grabbed the pig, tucked it 'Under
his arm and started away.
Then the old pig had objections and ran between Carl's
legs, upsetting him.
Patsy got the pig, however, and ran off :with it, leaving
(;arl to get out the best way he could~
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"Der he was, l\Ussis P ick,'' he said. "Went and caught
him."
The old pig went after Patsy and Carl took another
little one a nd made off with it, going in a roundabout direction .
"Maybe I don'd was ein shmart veller somedimes, I bet
me," he laughed.
P atsy had t o run to escape the wrath of the old pig, and
it was only by the help of the wo man that he did.
After a lively time P atsy finally got away with the little
pig, and he and Carl hurried on back to the camp, each happy
over their good fortune.

CHAPTER XVIII.

Where H enry's Mone11 Went.
That evening after t he r eturn of the Liberty Boys
from raiding the raider s, Dick and Ilob rode off to see the
girls.
The latt er had wondered wha t had become of them for
two days.
" We have been prett y busy," said Dick. "Is moth~
better?"
" Yes."
" Where is H enry?"
The girl entered the room at that moment.
' Did you ever hear that your mother left you any money,
H e11ry? " Dick asked.
" No. Mr. Bussing had it all, I believe."
" No, h e did not, and you will have a tidy sum before
long."
"How do you know? This is not a plot of yours to make
me a present?"
" No, indeed. It is money which belongs to you, left for
you by your monther."
"I wonder that my stepfather did not get it."
"It was arTanged so that he could not."
"And now there are men who want to marry you to get
it,'' laughed Bob.
" Would they want me if I did not have it?" Henry added,
with a smile.
" I don't believe t hey would."
" Then they can't have me with it."
" They are nothing but fortune hunters," said Alice, "and
no t worth having."
"Dick thinks he has a treasure in you, sister," laughed
Bob, "so what's the differ ence?"
" We are talking seriously, Brother Bob," with a mischievous look, "so please don't make frivolent remarks."
"Where is the money?" asked H enr y.
" I n New York, held in t rust . Mr. Bussing is trying to
have himself appointed guardian, so that he can get possession."
" Will he su cceed, do you thlnk ?" a sked Edith.
"No, he will not."
"I am glad of i.t"
Dick then told all he knew of the matter, and how he
had learned it.
.
"As soon as I can saf ely get to the city," he added, "I
will go down and learn more. I was interrupted the last
time.,,
Thi) next day Dick was surprised by a visit from Lawye?
G ra~ p .

With him came old man Burgess.
" You stole my horse an d shay, Slater ,'' said Burgess.
" Oh, no, I did not,'' with a laugh.
"Ilut I say you did, and I had to stay another day in tha
city, and that was an extra expense."
"You got your horse and chaise back, didn't you?"
" Yes, but you stole them, and I'm going to prosecute
you."
" Did you succeed in getting that loan "placed, Mr. Burgess?" asked Dick, suddenly.
The old man looked blank.
How Dick had learned it h e could not guess.
"Regarding t hat t rusteeship, Mr. Grasp," Dick continued,
"did you succeed?"
.T he lawyer looked as blank as old man Burges~ ··"~'· ... ..
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The Liberty Boys were away while the settlement of
"Bussing can't get his stepdaughter 's money, can he?
Henry's affairs was ,c;till pending.
ou didn't succeed, did you?"
Two years later they met the Queen's Rangers again,
Both Burgess and Grasp were dumbfounded .
shore of Long Island.
"And that gallant British officer, is he going to pursue this time on the south raiding
again, and the Liberty Boys
The Rangers were
·s suit? I am afraid he will not succeed."
"I don't know what you are talking about," and the adm.inistered a deserved punishn1ent.
Later still, in Virginia, they encountered the Loyalists
awyer turned sallow.
again, and once more gave a good account of themselves.
"What is your business with me, then?"
"To claim damages for the theit of Mr. Burgess's horse
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS
nd chaise."
was.
it
that
prove
cannot
you
SAVANNAH ; or, ATTACKED ON ALL SIDES."
and
AT
"It was not stolen,
told the landlord I was going to take it, and I told the
groom to say that I returned it with thanks. You can't
rove that I did more than borrow the rig. If Burgess
had known I was in the city I would have been arBEAR CAUSES TERROR IN TOWN.
·
ested."
"Yes, you rebel, and--"
Residents of Riverdale Addition to Hoquiam, Wash,
"Spare your abuse," laughed Dick. "All is fair in war,
were terrorized for six hours the .other morning, startyou know, and you suffered no loss."
"There is another matter," said Grasp. "Mr. Bussing is ing at 2 o'clock, by a black bear. The bear was killed
the natural protector of his stepdaughter , and--"
at 8 o'clock by a combined attack with a small rifle
"And wants her in his custody now that you have dis- and revolvers as it was attacking a cow which it had
covered she has money," added Dick.
driven into a corral. The bear weighed 300 pounds
Grasp turned a sickly yellow, and went on.
must
you
and
will,
her
against
her
and apparently had escaped from captivity.
"You are detaining
give her up."
"I am doing nothing of the kind. She is at liberty to go
where she pleases."
"When she leit she took property 15elonging to Mr. BusHE CAN WALK.
sing, and--" '
He's only 4 feet 6 inches tall and only tips the scales
~~~,;r own clothes. Can you prove that she t:ook anything
at 85 pounds, but he can sure walk. That is if a diary
Grasp looked uneasy, and so old man Burges said:
which
"I ain't got nothin' to do with that. Don't I get nothin' recording a distance of 122,000 miles traversed,
includes one trip around the world, ten transcontine nfor the loss of my h01·se an' shay."
Can"They were not lost," laughed Dick. ''I'll tell you what tal trips and three others through the provinces of
Mr. Burgess. I will pay you livery rates for the use of ada, all done in a period of ten years, can be considered
the rig."
Then Dick handed the old fellow the few shillings which a walk.
The author of this ten-year jaunt is Charles Sawyer
it would have cost him to hire the horse and chaise for two
Leland, who arrived recently from New York and
hours, and Burgess took the money.
in
Grasp tried to tell him not to take it, but Burgess had sented himself to Lieut. Col. D. P. Hall, officer
the money, and that was better than the chance of being charge of the United States Marine Corps, \'Vestern
beaten in a suit at law.
Recruiting District.
"You haven't paid me my fee/' Grasp said.
Leland, who has for the last ten years devoted his
''You didn't do nothin' and there isn't any," said Burgess.
to walking wherever he fancied to stray in search
time
had
he
which
Then he went away in the very chaise
accused Dick of stealing.
of health, is securing homes for orphan children of the
"You may as well go yourself," said Dick.
States, Great Britain, Belgium and Italy. He
United
blank.
looked
Grasp
of the foremost recruiting campaigners of
one
is
also
is
suit
a
"But this is an important matter, and if
On his transcontine ntal trip Leland i:.emarines.
the
brought--"
"
f
i·
are
9
"A suit will not be brought. You and Mr. Bussing
s.''
conspiring to get possession of money belonging to Miss cured 3.,9 en 1stments or the leatherneck
He was in Paris on his world tom", when the war
Clinton."
' broke out and was one of the 800 Americans to enlist
"That is libellous language, and--"
in the French Red Cross at that time. 'l'his contingent,
what
prove
to
it
of
enough
or
plot
whole
your
heard
"I
according to Leland, became the first unit of the Amand
Sheaf
the
of
bar
I say. Hank Jones was there, in the
Sickle."
erican Legion of the French Red Cross, and he claims
Grasp's jaw dropped, and he looked actually haggard.
to be one of the sixteen survivors and of these one of
the
browbeat
and
try
t:o
York
New
to
went
you
"Then
.
eight not totally disabled.
the
suenot
did
You
money.
councillor into giving up the
llri
perrormanee waa
ceed."
His best transcontine ntal wa ng
·
Fra ·
S
fr
·
Grasp looked more uncomfortab le than ev.er.
nc1sco April 27,
an
om
starting
year,
this
made
marry
to
officer
British'
a
with
"Then you are in league
the girl to him, and you and he will share the dowry. How and arriving in New York June 29, covering a <listance
of 3,374 miles in sixty-two days, or seven days an~
much does Bussing get?"
hours better time than the record made by
fourteen
camp.
the
'rhe lawyer was livid as he hunied from
It was news to him that Dick knew so much, but he Alfred Payson Weston.
The world record for a sirnde day's walk is Leland's
could not deny a single statement that the young captain had
~
made.
authenticate d hike of ninety-one miles from Philade1There was no further claim made on the girl's estate.
Neither was any attempt made to get her to return to phia to New York is eighteen hours and forty-seve-'l
. minutes.
.
her .stepfather.
here from New York L"land carried
Dick_ p~ocured legal ass1~tance, and the matter was set0 n his tn·p
.
". .
'
.
.
tled within a reasonable trme.
sutyHenry came into tl.ie possession of quite a little fortune, the regulation Manne Corps packs, weighing
four pounds, which is more than tw·o-thirds of the
of which she took good care of.
weight of himself.
for
m?re
cared
whp
She found one of the Liberty Boys
x.t J·aunt will be to Los AnEeles via me
L 1 d'
his own,
her than for her money, and who .had as much ofthe1
·
i:.
e an S ne
:were
and a few years after the conclusion of the :war
route,,
married..
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CURRENT NEWS
CURE FOR DRUNKENNES•.
' 'For t en years, " said a physician, "I have advocated apples as a cure for drunkenness. In that time I
h ave tried the apple cure on some forty or fifty drunkards, and my success has been most gratifying. L et
any man afflicted ·with the love of drink eat three
or more apples daily and t he horrible craving will gradu ally leave h im. The cure will bt greatly helped along
if he also smokes as little as possible. I know a woman
who cured a drunken husband wit hout his knowled~e
by keeping always a plentiful supply of good apples
on the dining table. The man ate these apples and finally stopped drinking altogether.

used on slices of cantaloupe, sliced tomatoes, green corn,
canned corn, ground meat, and ground cheese, mixed in
the propor tion of one part barium carbonate to four
parts of bait. These poisoned baits were placed in the
r at runways two or three nights in succession. I n a
campaign of this magnitude poisoning operations are
absolutely essential. There are various dependable advertised poisons on the market.
A fun d of more than $1,200 bas been raised to fight
rats in P alm Beach county, Fla, The rodents in that
region have multiplied with such rapidity that some
farmers fear seventy-five per cent. of their potatoes and
peanuts have been destroyed. Owing to the exten~ of
the territory over which the pests have been roammg,
nothing short of a widespread co-operative action would
be effective; consequentJy, the local county agent has
taken the mat ter in harid. After a survey of the territory, he laid out a systematic offensive campaign. Under
his dir ection the farmers have u ndertaken to place poison with varions sorts of bait all along the lake front
on specified days.

CAUGHT A DEVILFISH.
'.After a t hree-hour struggle with a monster devilfish
in Chandelier Sound, on the Gulf Coat, Emanuel 0 .
Bu.rat and t hree other :fishermen managed to kill one
of the lar gest fish of this species which has ever b een
seen in Sou thern waters. The fish was one of fifteen
or .twenty of the same kind. Burat harpooned it, and
it immediatelly struck out for the open water of the
Gulf. The b oat was dragged for about five miles bePASSING OF THE CHESTNUT.
fore t h e fi sh became tired, and after a struggle which
kept the men busy working to keep their boat from beThe ch estnut r oaster we used to see on every street
ing overturned they were able to draw the fish to th e corner at this season a few years ago appears to be gone
side of the boat t and kill it. The body of the :fish was the way of the buffalo and the passenger pigeon. The
exhibited in the offices of the State Oyster Com.mission. chestnut has become scarce and correspondingly is high.
It is all on account of the chestnut blight. The disattacks young and old trees alike, is beyond
ease
FURLOUGHS AS REWARD FOR GETTING ARMY
.
' which
alth ough scientists have long been t r ymg t o
control,
RECRUITS.
discover a remedy.
In or der t o st imulate r ecruiting the War Department
In P ennsylvania there is no community or stand of
h as adopt ed a plan wher eby furlongs are granted or chestnu t trees that has not been affected by it. It is
extended to enlist ed men who secure enlistments. Fu-r- now beginning to invade the Virginias, K entucky and
loughs are to be cumulative not to exceed one month the Carolinas. This b elt, one of the richest in the world
and are t o be deter mined on a basis of five days for in chestnut timber, will in the course of a few years have
one fifteen days for two, t wenty days for three, and no chestnut tree~ at all, as the only thing to do is t o cut
thi;ty days for four r ecruits. This furlough will cov- down the afflicted tree and burn it. It is estimated that
er recruiting for t h eir own organization or while on the loss of the chestnut trees in Pennsylvania alone,
pass or furlough, and will also be granted men secur- where they have been most prolific, amounts to more
ing recruits fo r gen er al assignment. The adoption of Lhan $60,000,000.
this plan comes at a time wh en a similar one was aban Accordin g t o the scientists the loss. o~ the nuts is
doned after nearly ten months ' trial by the U. S. nayy. trivial as compared with the loss of the timber. A~ter
In a Bureau of Navigation circular of October 10th th e the t ree is first attack ed~ strangely enough, the bhght
abandonment of tlie scheme was ordered and recruit- causes it to bear more fruit for about t wo years, but the
ing'. with the exception of on board cruising vessel s ,.111ts are wormy, although they ~pp ear I?erfect w~en
and at air stations was order ed confined to the regu- "'ather ed and show no out ward signs of imperfect10n.
lar ree1·uiting service. The Marine Corps also consid er - Soon the trees wither, rot an d die.
ed fmlon gh -r ewards for recruitin g work by the en·
The State Chestnut Commission of P en nsylvania has
list ed personnel. but rleeision against its adoption was used up several large 11ppropriations, gathe:·ed a mass
finally made. In the Navy Department it was expl ain- of information and made lrnrnlreds of experiments, but
ed that the resu1t:; d: f.ur lon gh r ewards wer e n egligible wh en it came to a r emedy it fa iled.
and out or proportl"on t.o th e work r equired in h:eepThe new tr ees are attacked before they are able to
ing tra<Jk of the r ewards coming to the few men who ~et a start. Sometimes ihey arc able to 9ttain a size
had earned them.
of an inch or two in diameter, then the brown spots appear an d t he tr ees soon die. The new shoot s are infected from the stumps of the old trees that had been killCO-OPERATIVE RAT DRIVES.
Good results were obtained recently in a rat eradica- ed by the disease.
At the present rate the Pennsylvania Commission estion campaign in Norfolk, Va. Methods of extermination recommended wer e syst ematic {rapping and poison- timates chestnut timber will be extinct in the E astern
ing. An excellent poison bait was barium carbonate States in about ten years.
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A. D. T. No. 33
-ORThe Boss of the Messenger Boys
By RALPH MORTON
(A SERIAL STO,RY.)
CHAPTER II (Continued) .
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But Harry soon found out tl1at there was as l\I.r.
Bartley had imagined, a ringleader among the 'boys.
He '\\·as a big, hulking fellow, whose name was Stein.
"Buck." the other messengers called him. Harry
soon learned that Buck Stein was false and treacherous
clear through; but because he had once fought a messenger not then of the office force, and knocked him out
completely, he had attained a great reputation among
hiR fellO\\~.
'I'he boys at the Abington Square office were ail
very much afraid of Buck Stein, and the resnlt was
that lie had every one of them under his thumb.
But he didn't get Harry there, nor Snick, either.
At Abington Square 33 pursued the same methods
which had made him so popular at Herald Square.
He jurn peel to his job every _time, and Snick d.icl the
same.
'l'hey were the quickest back from their calls of any
boys on the bench and before the end of that week
Buck Stein, finding that Harry would not listen to him.
nor have anything to do with his tricks, began to pick:
on him and make things just as unpleasant as he coul~
and it was the same with. Snick only worse.
By the end of the second week things had got to be
just about as bad as pos::;ible, and 33 determined to
bring matters to a hea·d.
He started one evening when the night shift; came
on. and the day shift fikd into the street.
·'Look herP, 64, you leave 82 alone," said Harry,
as the boys walk~d down the Square. "Do you hea:t
"·hat I'm telling you-now, you mind!"
Nnick was 82, and Buck Stein 64. The answer Harry
got would not look well .in print.
"You Fay that again and I'll push your face in,"
.
Rany coolly r6plied.
'•You 1·an't do it. I can lfok you any a:ay fo Lile
week,'' flus]ied Buck. a 11d up went his hand and off
went Ilarry·s cap.
Instantly Buck gol a backhander in the face, whid.t
must havl' made his teeth rattle.
Ifo flt' W at Harry ljke a tiger, but Snick put up lns
foot and tripped him up.
Snick m1derstool1.
This ';1·as a deliberate pieel· of busines:; on lfarry ·s
part.
1k had come to the conclusion som1• days before
rhat if lw wanted to get 1.Jack to Herald Squa1.·a the
sooner he gave Buck his medicine the better.
"Go for him, Buck!" cried the boys. "Knock :.b
stnffin' onter him ! "
"Say, I hears dey call him de boss of de me.>sengt'l'
boys over to Bartley's," put in another. "Show d~
;;eezcr da t he can 't boss us here ! "
And so on, thus m1popular did Harry seem to be.
Harry picked up his cap and turned back.
"Want any more?" l1e demanded. .
Now, Buck was a grea.t big coward. and in his own
heart he knew it.
But he also knew that he had either !?Ot to fiirht N~
33 or lose his reputation as a champiott isiugger r~

"Yes; but it will be only temporary. It is like this.
:VIr. Henry, the manager of our office over
on Abingdon Square, is having a whole lot of trouble
\Vith his boys. They are all pulling against him, and
the office is perfectly demoralized . Just what the matter is or who the ringleader in the business is he can't
seem to make out. It has been arranged that you go
over there for a few weeks. You seem to have a whole
Jot of influence with boys for some reason or another.
tis some mean sneak among Henry's. f0rce who nerds
·L thundering good licking from a boy of his own age.
think you have the interest of the company, enough
at heart to help us out in this. Of course, I shall make
it1 my business to . ee that there is something extra comrig to you for it, but that is between ourselves.''
··I'll go i Eyou want me to, sir," replied Harry. "but
.
must say r dou 't like t.he job."
"I appreciate that, but I shall be gr('atly obliged if
ou will take it. By the way, perhaps you better take
nother boy with yqu, and two of Uem·y's can come
ver here.''
"I think that \vould be a good idea, sir,·· replied
any. "I'll take 'I'oumey if he will go."
'· 1 rather farn~y that 'foumey wi lL raise no objcetion
o going wht>rever you go. " rf'plierl :Jlr. Bartley, with
smile, for it was well knoYrn i11 the office that Pat,
r "Snick" at> e\·ervboch called tbe '['oumcv bov sirn•'
·
,
·l.v worshiped his rl;um ;~:3.
1ranswere
And so the next da~ Harry and Snick
erred to the A. D. T. office on Abiugton Square,
Neither of them liked the change at all.
"Gee, bain 't dis place on de buru !"was Snick's first
emark when he got a chance to speak to Harry pri·ately. "It's de woist ever, an' dat's right."
Tt was a dingy office, and worse still ~Ir. Henry did
ot take tho trouble to see- that it was kept clean.
The boys did not sPem to differ from the average
unch of messenger boys, however, and Harry at first
as quite a.t a loss to understand what the trouble was.
But he found out before the first week had pa~sed.
The fault was primarily Mr. Henry's own.
He had no discipline. He would treat a boy too
miliar1y one da.y, and too harshly the next.
Then he was consttantly contradictin g his own crers and making mistakes which he sometimes laid to
~.
the messenger boys.
"I won't tackle him here," he snarled. "Do I wanter
The result wa.s that bis force all detested him ; they
pulled in 1 If he '11 meet me up Stable Alley down
get
loafed on their jobs, and were always putting trouble
Twelfth street sometime I'll knock his blame
Little
detection.
without
done
be
could
it
if
n-p to their boss
his t'roat."
down
teet'
.And there are many ways in which a bunch of mesAny place! I '11 go you .right now;""" j
time!
"Any
boss.
th.e
for
warm
seng~ boys .can. make things

¥Y· friend,

IC

\
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med Ha!'!')'. "Mebbee you ha.ve been playing boss
there at the oft'ice long enough. They did call me boss
at Herald Square, and I promise to be boss at Abingdon
Square, too, or know the reason why I can't."
Then he laughed sneeringly, which, of course, settled
lt for Buck.
It was fight or sneak, one of the two.
••Right," replied Harry. "Then come on and I'll
inake you kiss my shoesr·•
~'I'm on," he growled.

bruiser. Mr. Hartley sent ns over here to clean up
that office, and he was dead right when he said that
some fellow had to get a blame good licking.''
"Dat's right! Dat's right!" chuckled Snick. "You
found out de feller, an' he got his medicine all right.,
too."
Then Snick began discwming the mill from a scientific
standpoint, basing his remarks upon information glean·
ed from one of the many "best sporting pages" in New (
(
York.
They were passing a fall aarrow building where lofts 8
Ifl
were let out with power to small manufacturers.
.....
CHAPTER i l l
Adjoining this was an old-fashioned three-story brick
house was a steep shingled roof; there are many such
CAUGH'l" IN A TRAP;
still to be found in the ncighborhood of Abingdon ~
The neighborhood of Abingdon Square, lying as it Square.
at the end of the ancient ''Greenwich ·Village,'' is
Just as the boys came abreast of the tall building a 1
hack which had been driven rapidly past them pulled ]
i-egular nest of bl.ind alleys and crooked streets.
As it happened that Harry lived over that way h,e up in front of the old brick dwelling.
Two men sprang out, and lifting rather than assist- j
knew the stable alley perfectly well.
'J'he day shift lost no time getting there, and the ing a young and plainly dressed girl from the hack they
place was well chosen, for the alley led nowhere, and hurried her into the areaway of the old brick house.
the only persons about were a few stable men who, when
The girl pulled back, and in a feeble way seemed to
they. found that a slugging match between .messenger try to resist them.
l»oys was on, were greatly delighted, and entered into
She turned her face towards the boys for a.n instant
as she was hurried across the sidewalk.
the spirit of the thing.
A ring was quickly formed, and the messenger boys,
Harry saw that she looked white and scared.
It was almost dark now, and he could not see the girl's
throwing off their coats and hats, went at it.
Buck Stein had every advantage of size and strength, face with any distinctness.
bti.t for agility and skill he was not one-two-three with 33.
Had he done so, as he often assured himself after·
Now, it is hardly worth while to describe the fight ward, there probably would·. have been another fight
then and there.
In detail.
Enough to say that it was fought ont in three rounds,
But the whole transaction only occupied a few seeand at the end of the third Buck Stein was a very badly onds, at the end of which brief time the girl had
nsed-up boy, for Harry polished him off in great shape, vanished, and the hack was rattling off down Horatio
and amid .a great deal of shouting and yelling on the street.
"Say, t'irty-t'ree, dat's queer biz," cried Snick.
part of the boys.
Of course, more than the stable men had been at"Looks so," replied Harry. "But there are a whole
tracted to the scene by this time.
lot of queer things happening in New York all the time.
Somebody looked up the alley, and seeing what was I don't know that there is anything we can do. Chances
«oing on, took the trouble to look up Mr. Cassidy, the are the girl belongs in that house."
"We might tell a cop."
cop, and inform him that a fight was being pulled off
"The cop is Mr. Cassidy. We should get pulled in
11p Sta)le Alley.
for fighting."
Camndy got busy.
They passed the house, and tried to get a glimpse of
This saved Buck from kissing Harry's shoes, for the
boss of the messenger boys would have made him do it what was going on in the basement through the windows.
But the shades were drawn down, and they could
as a thing nect"BSary to round off his work.
"Cops! Cops!" cried half a dozen voices, as Mr. see nothing.
Messenger boys see all sorts of queer things in New
Cassidy turned in from Little 12th street.
"Slide in here, youse," cried a stable men, and Harry, York, and in a way become hardened to them.
It did not occur to Harry then that he had any pa,._
• Buck, with a black eye, and Snick, with Harry's hat and
.coat, vanished into the stable, along with several other tieular call to "butt" in on this business, and he and
Snick went on their way.
IM>ys.
The fight up Stable Alley cleared the atmosphere at
The stable man let them out by a back door, which
the Abingdon Square office of the A. D. T. a whole lot
opened into a yard behind a butcher's shop.
Buck Stein sent in · word that he was sick next day,
No interference came, and the boys got safely out on
and did not put in an appeal:"'ance until the day following
the street.
AU the boys on the day shift treated Harry with im
Satisfied with his victory, Harry immediately pulled
away with Snick, and, as it happened, he had nn errand mense reRpect, and lost no opportunity to try to '' ge
'
.to do for his mother before going home on Greenwich next" to him.
But Harry wore his laurels wiib becoming modesty
street, Harry turned down Horatio street.
and during the morning, while out on a call, he found
.. Of course, the · topic of conversation was the fight.
opportunity to drop into the old office near Herald·
hain't
dere
an'
Harry,
great,
da.t·
do
did
"Say,. ~u
llG gettin away from it!" crie1 Snick. "He won't never Sq~ and inform Mr. Ba.rtJ.ey of what he had don~
Jlold op hls head straight again.,.
\ [(T~ Be Continued.)
I•~ I dpn'~ · ~ •rap,," ~d Harry. ul'm ~
~
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FROM ALL POINTS
'l'BE MOST ELOQUET SPEECH OF THZ W All
The most elegant speech made during the war, ae.
Twenty Osage Indians in a special Pullman reached cording to Bernard M. Baruch, former Chairman 9f the
Colorado Springs, Col., the other day from Pa" huska, yYar Industrie s Board, never got into print. It was made
Okla. They are leaders of their council in Oklahoma m the dark days when the cry from France waa "men,
and all are possessoi:s of valuable oil lands. Camping more men,'' and the supply available in the draft WM
grounds were established for them near the outskirts running low.
of t~e city an.d the Indians themselves purchase d tents,
"Gen. Crowder ," says Mr. Baruch, "served notice .OJI
cooking utensils, etc. Included in the party were Paul the board that he must have something like 300,000 mm,
Re~ _:Eagle, Assistan t. Chief of the Osage Council and and the question was where they were to come froDL
Ceciha Red Eagle, his wife, and their children · Fred The draft had taken about everybody available, and the
Lookout, former Chief of the Osage Council and Julia only way out was to take men from industry . Bence
~kout, Richard and May Petsenhole, Andr~w and Mrs. the appeal to the War Industrie s Boa.rd.
Bigho~, Henry and Rose ' Red Eagle, Petsenhole, Sr., · ''We put men to work on. it, a.nd in due time a plan
and wife, Paul Warren Pitts, Louis Red Eagle Herbert for weeding men out waa presented. Among other things
'
and Mary St. John and Nah-ka.h-sa.h-me.
it put the private chauffeur out of business, as well as
salesmen and men in the white goods trade. This would
not have been enough, a.nd the placing of women tD
men 's work in the trades had to be consider ed-a real
DOGS HELPED.
dilution of labor.
When Leland Green, Ralph Lunger and Glenn Full''The scheme was all right, but when it came to lJJ
lller went out on North Mountain, Pa., to hunt for bear ~or l\pproval we found that everybody except those moSt
they took with them several good dogs and they stood importan t had been consulted. I mean the representa..
the party in good stead when the bear turned tables on tives of labor. So they were called in and the scheme,
them and hunted the hunters.
as well as the necessity back of it, were explaine d t9
Eventua lly during the course of the hunt the dogs them.
treed a bear, and when the men arrived they could see
"As might be expected, 'there was a lot of oppositiOll
he was a big follow. Green fired and wounded the bear. to putting women in the men's trades &.nd the puttinr of
The shot also hurt bruin's feelings and he started down the men thus released into uniform. During it all one
the tree so fast the hunters could not land a shot which man sat still, giving not the slightest indication of whU
would put an end to him.
he thought of the thing. After about everjbod y else
huntthe
for
had had bis say he took the floor.
When he reached the ground he started
tag.
was
marathon
exciting
and
"'Mr. Chairma n,' he said, 'this tlllng is very simple.
pr.etty
very
a
ers, an~
ed .u ntil the dogs mtervene d and claimed the attention ~f I am going home Saturday night with my week's pay
of bruin until Fullmer could load up again and give m my pocket and a guy steps up and tries to get ii
away from me, I am a fool if I keep my left hand on ·
the animal the deciding shot.
the wad and try to beat him off with my right. If I
do that the chances are that he will get me and the
wad and get away clean.
S.
GRAVE
AN
AMERIC
FOR
" 'If I take my left hand off the wad and go after him
BRITAI N CARES
both hands, I'll save the wad and get him.
with
Graves of American soldiers and sailors in England
Mr. Chairman, that's the case here. Thit
"'Now,
are bellig cared for by the British Government. Lawns German guy is just around the corner. If we keep one
about them are regularly mowed, flowers growing on hand on our wads he'll get us and our wads too. If we
them are tended, and the white wooden crosses bearing use both our hands we'll save the wads and get hiui.
each man's identity disk are kept in good condition.
Unless we get hini, if he gets us, our wads or anything
Lieut. Col. J. Pearce, Adjutan t, in charge of the con- else won't be worth much. So I say, Mr. Chairman, let
tingent in England which is clearing up details of the us take both hands out of our pockets and get him. So
departur e of the last America n soldiers from England , far as I'm concerned, you can have every man in the
has completed an inspection of 2,400 graves in ninety. building trades that can pass the doctors, and the boys,
six cemeteries. When Col. Pearce closes his office here I'm sure, will back me up.'
the American military attache at the embassy here will
''John H. Donlin, Presiden t of the Building Tradei
· take over work in connection with the graves that here- Department, was the chap that did the talking. Hia
tofore has been done by the army.
little speech settled the question, and the way was ieft
The British Government always has cared for these clear for us to weed all the men out of industry tbai
to
said
igraves and will continue to do so," Col. Pearce
might be needed.
the Associated Press. "I was happily surprised at what
"Fortuna tely, as it happened, we did not need to
I saw on my inspection. Not even the isolated graves, 'dilute' labor, but Donlin's little speech took ua over
and there are a good many of them, have been over- what was one of the nastiest situation s in the war. U
looked. I am sure the same careful attention will be was the most eloquent speech made during tbe war aiui'
given the graves of the British untll some plan for dis- one of the most e1footive..,
intermen t, with probable eoncentra.tion is arrived at."

MODERN INDIAN TRAVEL.
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HUGS CHICKEN SNAKE.
A sure chicken snake story comes from Buckusbur"'
Calloway County, Ky., and is reported by F. H: Gule
DECEMBE R 12, 1919.
and son Dennis, whose r ecord for truth and veracity can
not be questioned.
ooooooooooooooocx:x:x:xxxxx:x:xxxxxxxx:x:xxxxx.)(X) While the two men were suckering tobacco one da
TERMS TO SUBSCRIB ERS
their attention was attracted by the family dog barkin
and making a peculiar alarm. 'l'hey went to the do
lllncle Coplee ................ ................ ... .
and saw the animal grab a big snake and begin shakin
Ollf' Copy Thre" Months ................ ......... .
it.
One Copy Six Months ................ ......... , ...
In doing so young- snakes the size and length of a lea
Oae Copy '.>ne YCllU' ................ .. ,, .......... .
3.00
pencil began to scatter about them. The men ex:amine
POSTAGE FREE
the young reptiles a.nd found them to be copperheads
HOW TO SEND MO!\El.' ·A t our riMI: send P. 0. Money
but the snake which the dog attacked \Vas a bi.g chieke
Order, Check or Registered Ldwr; remlltanceR in nny other
way are nt your risk. We a1•c P ot l'ost::ige Stamps the same !IS
snake four feet long.
~eh. When eendlng ~!Iver wrap the Coin In a separate piece
or paper to lJVoid cutting the en•clope. \Vrite your :•arue and
'fhey were not satisfied v:ith this strange conditio
addrea11 pl.Ainly. Address lettns to
an<l on further examination they found that the chick
snake had swallowed a copperhead snake two and a hal
FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher
..JI feet long which contained the little snak-es.
Q::;IQCIQCXXX:XXll:::JOOOOCX:X:XXX:XJODOOOOCOCXXX:XJO::>ODOO
Seven of the youngsters were found, but there migh
have been more in the lot that were scattered abou
~TEST
when the dog began t o shake the big one.

I
EAGLE IN CHICKEN YARD.
I
The other day.
Tom Cline. farmer nc:11r Bellaire, FIND CARVING INDIAN MADE OF HIS SQUAW.
EVEN TS

..

as

1

a

Kan., ste~ped out of his home ~ie was dmnfounded to
On an old cedar log in the village of OopemiHh
see a mammoth eagle J;obnobbmg and apparently on 1l\Iich. is mute evidence of an Indian brave's great love
the best ~f te:~s with l~is big flock of l~ens. He wa.s 1 for h i'.,, squaw. The unspoken expression is in the for1
not long m Jnllmg the mtruder. lt wrighed twcn 1}- of a eurYed face of an Indian maiden. the circumstanc
e..
four pounds, and the wings measurr>d :::; foet 10 me hes around "·hich tell of a love as devot0tl as any modern
from tip to tip.
loye stoty.

I

Albert T. Sanders and his two lirothers, John an
· FOR THE BULL AGAI~ST TH~ AUT?.
, Ifrnry. arc amatPur hunters and trappers. Years ag1
J. S. Peters a few <la ~,; ago tile(~ a claim a.gaiu st Be;i ' tlii·~ w P 11t to the Upper Peninsula and camped on For
Mu:row f~r alJc.ged di~ma ~e s to hrn m1~o:iwl)ll," \\hen it Hi\ P l'. They met an ludian, John, then 104 years oldi
eolli<led. with .Murr~1~· s lm.11 on the R1srng ~u:1 R~;i<l, I1rn1 n tive as a schoolboy. John told the. followin
Des Momes. la., a fow week,.; a~o. He asked
$;i_00 Ist ory:
~a:nages. J\forrow. eame b.ack 'nth a coun1 er ch: 1m f?r I 'l'herc> was ll young brave who took his
squaw from·
lpl;JO. ~am ages to lns bull m the c1:com.1tPr'. - A JUr) m !::\larq1w1te HlHl came to J~ord River to trap. H e wa
~Iumc1pal Court retur1wd a YPrd1ct for $.>0 damages I very una·h in love. Ile ·was c. good paddler, but
hi
ill favor of the bull.
· I conl d n ·i keep his eyes off his squaw. 'l'ht' canoe rushe
I into some brush near shore and capsized .
O~E CENT PIECES IN G~OWlii~ DE~AND 1 Thr ln·ayp Pscapcd, but the squaw did not come up.
~lll~" ·!a.uuar~- J: 1~l .l.!J. ~ Ii~· ~l'.,1el!lu a 1 i ~ub~1rea~~ir~- Th e> )Otmg brave wouhln't go away. Day after
day'
~as d1str1bntecl m 1.t.:i u 1•t'.'ier 4 i .. iOU,000 pe1rn 1es. l 1.11 " he searched near the spot of the drowning in vain.
All
is morP than one-mnth .ot th~, total o~tpnt of 1•e1rn ies that summer arnl :fall he searched. The river n eve
from the governmm1t !nmt::; smce the first ?f the yeilr. I gave up the body.
The output -of the mm ts has averaged <lurmg the year I
.
""'COO ,lJVV
r--.."
,
~.
pennu:s
m.oal·' hl y. Th e t remen <lous d ems.nJ.,1 I f In
· despairh one· dav
-he gave ,up, and
· on a large
• h cedar.
tor nenio.es has l.ieen une largely to the iedcral taxes ree n~ar t e river· .nc
carve~t a picture or . er as .a
......,..,.lJIJde
_
d Clll tl. 1eatre
an d amusemcnt a d rn s10ns, so ft memorial.
·
d It was lns
t last
d tribute. Then he left this
di-inks and ice ercam, luxuries, etc.
region an never re urne ·
The Sanders brothers were impressed with the leg
end and started to hunt for the carving. That was J
CO-EDS ROUT AIR MICE.
years ago. Their first search was fruitless. But the.
_\.rmcd ,vith tennis rar·quctr-;, brooms and other. did not giYc up. Fo.urteen ye~rs later they again tool,
weapons, the sixty co-ed rr ,.idents of J'lansfield Hall. De ~ip the Sf'arch. Again they failed to locatP. t~e carve
Pauw Univer:-;ity, Gree! .·ast le. bu., "·aged. "·a r on mice image. They began to doubt the story of lndmn .loh
·of the winged variety. .1Uter an hour's batth·. duriug
'fwo years passed and again the Sanders brother
which the girls wore toll'<'ls about thci1· heads to prevent 1vr ut ~c rth to hunt anrl trap. One day while waitin•
the bats from lodging in their Ila ir, the entire IH'ighli or- for d eer 11ear the ~""'ord River they Raw the cedar tree.
hood had been arou:;ecl from its sl11mbers and thirty -two And there was the carving, weather beaten bnt clear
bats had been put to sleep for all 1imP. 'l'he night fliers Albert Sanders chopped it out and had it framed, and
gained entrance to the dormitory t11rough an open win- Iit is now in the possession of Mr. ·Sanders, who has ha
dow in an unoccupied room.
it copyrighted .
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NEWS NOTES
ER KILLS BLACK BEAR AND DOE DEER.
atrick McCarthy, who has lived in Tupper Lake, N.
for twenty-five years and has hunted many tirues
hou~ having killed a deer or a bear, one day last
ek ki1:J.ed. a black bear weighing 450 pounds and n doe
r we,1gh111~ 140 ~oun ds . The bear measured 7 feet 4
hes fJ;om tip to tip and its black fur was three inches
g.
'! c~arth y spied the ?car while hunting alone, !t bewith tnree other ammals at a distance of about 500
,t. They cUd not sec or scent the hunter, who took
.1 at the ucck of the largest and fired. A second and
~d shot wer e necessary to kill it. 'rhe other bears
1:1 ped:
.
.
.
tart.mg .for camp a little later he saw rune deer,. at
ne of wl;ich he wi,.s a.ble to get a shot. When near~ng
~ l' IcGarthy s3:w hIS tenth deer, a large doe, which
bi ought down with one shot.
SERBIA RECOVERE D FROM WAR EFFECTS.
erbia is on her feet again. The p eople have r ecovered
m the immediate effects of the war. 'rhe crops this
r are exceptionally good and there is now plenty of
in the country. Th ere is, however, a shortage of
thing, shoes and fabrics of all kinds. F arming imments and machiner y of every variety also are much
<led.
he physical condition of the people is excellent. In
e of the r emoter districts there is a lack of doctors
certain essential medicines, but this need gradually
being met by the American Red Cros.s physicians,
o have established free dispensaries and clinics at
y points.
epor ts frequently go out fro~ Serbia that the counstill is in dire need. The writer , who has traversed
whole of the country and investigated conditions
ong the population, is in a position t o say these statents are groundless. There is pover ty in the country,
be sure but it is a poverty that is chr onic in Serbia,
it is m.' most ot her Balkan countries. Ther e will alys be a small percentage of people who, either because
disability or indifference, do not work and who bee charges on the public.
' he flour sent by the United States F ood Administran the food, clothing and medicines given by the Amern' Red Cross, the generous contributions of t he Serbian
.lief F und, and the unending aid of the British relief
ieties, have put the people in a condition of health
d comfort scar cely 1.-uown befor e.
Tt is probably Serbia will be able this year to export
part of her fine cereal cr ops. The rich Banat region
-ich was wrested from Austria has produced one of
e greatest cr ops of corn and wheat in its hisw ry. Some
the enormous yield will be sent to other countries in
ade for coal, oil and other needed articles.
EAT SHARK MEAT.
"Eat sh ar k, " says the Department of Commerce.
ou't throw away the heads of fishes and their
ers."

By following these recommendations the housewife
will be able to serve a meal for four persons at a cost
of twenty-five cents. At least the demonstrators sent
out by the Department .of Co~merce have been showing
a great n;iany women ho"\v thIS could be done.
So fa:'t}fe effort of the department to tu.rn the house.
wives in the direction of the fish market as one way
of fighting the H. C. of L., has progr essed admirably,
even to the extent of making many of them willing to
enact the fish drama of "The Biter Bitten1 " as laid
down by the department in the matter of the shark
propaganda.
Fifteen thousand women have already received direct instructions in wholesome and appetizing methods
of cooking fish in the classes which the d epartment has
carried on in various cities. A very much larger numher of housewives have been indirectly reached by the
demonstrations whose objects have been not only to
teach methods of preparing the fish for consumption,
but to bring to the attention of American households
the dietetic value of fish and especially of those varieties or portions of fish which have · heret ofore been
neglected or regarded as scarcely fit for consumption.
The work has been successfully carried on in the
leading cities of Washington and Oregon, and in Chicago, St. Louis, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Cleveland, Ci.n.
cinnati, Boston, Cambridge, St. Augustine, Key West,
Savannah and. Valdosta, Ga., and the city of Washington. The department is asking for appropriations to
carry the work into other cities.
Tu addition to demonstrating the edible qualities of
shark, the representatives of the department have
demonstrated flound.ers, rock fishes, table fishes (Pacific black cod), sand dabs, skates, sole, squid, whale,
whiting and the milts and livers of salmon and the roe
nd buck of other fishes. In the Mi.d dle West special
<;tress was laid upon the use of frozen fish, of which
!here are abnormally large stocks in the war ehouses of
the country.
The housewives have been t aught to buy fish more
carefully and to utilize the heads and trimmings, par ts
rich .in flavor but usually thrown away.
''Literally this is th e work of t eaching how two dinners can be bought for one. '' says William C. Red·
field, Secretary of the Depar tment of Commerce,
" Housewives all over the country are loud in their
praise of finding an easy and inexpensive way of preparing fish and particularly at :finding many kinds of
cheap fish and fishery products of which they never
dreamed.
' ' The lesson has been taught that while t here is perhaps little immediate hope for marked r eduction in the
price of meat and eggs and milk, there can be found
in various kinds of fish now little used or not used at
all, cheap and sustaining food in abundance.
'' This has been the most direct contribution of the
Bureau of Fisheries to th• needs of the women of the
country and to the improvement of the health and to
the removing of the anxious cares which the price of
living imposes upon many of our people."
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Ne. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A comNAPOLEON'S OltACULUM AND
No. 3L HOW TO BECOME A SPEA
plete· ha.nd-booe for making all kind·s of
l>RE.~'\I n o oK.-Containing the great oracle
ER.-Containlng fourteen ltlustrations, gi
of human destiny; :Uso the true meaning ot candy, ice-cream, syrups, assences. etc .. etc.
Ing the different positions requisite to b
No. 11. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.
almost any kind of dreams, together with
come a good sreake r , reader and elocutioni
charms, ceremonies, and curious gamea 'Qf -One ot the brightest and most valuable
.Also contai..Ding gems from an the popu
litUe books ever given tG the world. Everyearcls.
authors o! prose and poetry.
No. 2. JIOW TO DO TB.ICKS.-The gr~t body wishes to know how to become beauti·
No. 32. HOW TO RIDE A BICYCLE.
book of magic and card tricks, containmg fUl, both male and female. The secret ia
Containing instructions for beginners choi
full instruction on all the leading carQ. tricks simple, and almost costless.
ot a machine, hints on training, etc.
No. 20. now TO ENTERTAIN AN EVEor the day, also the most popular magi~!
complete book. Full or practical illustr
illusions aa performed by our leading mag•· J)io'J.NG PA.RTY.-.A. complete compendium of
tions.
cinns; eTery boy ~ould obtain. a copy of games, sports, card di...ersioDJ, comic recitations, etc., suitable for parlor or drawing.
tbis book.
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAl\IES.-A co
tor
more
contains
It
entertainweut.
room
and
arts
No s. HOW TO FLIRT.-The
plete and useful little book, conrolning t
wiles· ot llirtation are fully explained by this the money than any book published.
rules and regulations or billiards. bagatel
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The
lit t le book Besides the 'farlOUS methods of
backgammon, croquet. dominoes, etc.
handkerch ief, fan, glove, paraaol. wi_ndow most complete hunting 11nd fishing guide
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDR ·
and n a t flirtation, it contains a tull list of e...er published. It contains full instructions
-Cont:Uning all the leading <'Ouundrums
about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping
the language and sentiment of !lowers.
day, amusing riddles, curious catch
the
No. 4, HOW TO DANCE is tbe title of and 11.slling, together 'IVith descriptioa of
ud witty sayings.
this little book. It contains full instructions game and fish.
No. 22. HOW 'WO DO SECOND SIGHT.in the art of dancing. etiquette in the ballNo. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR 0
roo m and at parties, how to dress, and full Heller's second sight explained by his for·
DOCTO.K.-A wonderful book contai ·
directions tor calling otr 1n all popular mer assistant, F'red Hunt, Jr. Exl!)aining
useful and practical information' in the tre
how the secret dialogues were carried on bement ot ordinary diseases and ailments co
11 quare dances.
N o. 11. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A com- tween the magician and the boy on the
mon to every family . Abounding in use
also giving all the codes and signals.
stage;
.marria&"e.
and
ple te guide to Jove, courtship
and elrective recipes tor general compluin
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.g iv ing sens !IJle adTice, rule& and etiquette to
No. 39, HOW TO RAISE DOGS, PO
Le o bserved, with many curious and intereat· This little book gives the explanation to all
TRY. PIGEONS AND RAHBITS.-A use
kinds of dreams, together with lucky and
ing thi n i: s not generally xnown.
:J..Dd instructive book. Handsomely illustr
days.
unlucky
LETE
T
Ne. 24. HOW TO. WBITE LETTERS TO
•
ed.
:No. G. now TO BECOME AN A H
- Giving full instruction tor the use of GENTLEMEN.-Conta.ining fnll instructions
JIOW TO MAKE AND S
'Ne. 40.
d t~miil•e lls. Indian club~. parallel bnrs. horl· tor writing to gentlemen on all subjects.
TRAPS.-Including hints on how to cat
Ne. !Ii. HOW TO BECOJ\IE A GYUNA.ST.
~ unta l ba rs and Tarious other methods of
otter, rats, squirrels a
weasels,
moles,
kinds
all
tor
instructions
full
-Containing
containdevclorlu:: a good, healthy muscle;
birds. Alao how to cure skin& Copio
of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
In g over six ty illustrations.
illustrated.
p
o
ti
tr
W
JI
thlrt
i
b
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Hand- E
some Iv illns trated and containing full in· fer:so~ac~~ Macd~~JX. ua a ooa. .,y roNo, -11. THE BOYS OF 1-"EW YORK E
HOW TO BOW, SAIL AND
No. 2G.
Rt r uc(lr111s f or the management and training
:llfEN'S .JOKE llOOK.----Containing a gr
or tlw mnar y, mockingbird, bobolink, black- BUILD A BOAT.-Fully illustrated. Full variety of the lnlest jokes used by the
instructions are giTen in this little book, to·
famous end men. No amateur minstrels
bi n l , p:u-0<1uet, parrot, etc.
C01J1plete without this wonderful little boo
:i-o. 9. now TO BECOlm A VENTRILO- gether with iutruetions ou swim.min&" and
QUIST.-By Harry Kennedy. Every lnteJll- riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YOR
No. 27. HOW TO "RECITE AND BOOK
gent boy reading this book of instructions
l!ITUMP SPF.AKER.-Containing a variPd
ca.n mas ter the art, and crep.te any amount OF RECITATIONS.-Containinir; the ttHt
of s>~p speeches, Negro. Dot
~ortment
D'1!tcll
comprild:iur
use,
in
ct !un for him.sel! and friends. It ls the popular selectiou
and lrl~h. Al~ en~ men's jokes. Jtist t
dialect, French dialect, Yanke& and Irish dlagreatest boos: ever published.
home amusement and amate
tor
thing
standard
Ne JO, HOW TO BOX.-The art of self· lect pieces, together witb. ma.ny
ahowa.
defense made easy. Containing over thirty readings.
N 0 • 28. HOW TO TELL FORTtrNJ!:S Illustration!! ot guards, blows, and the ditrerNo. 43. HOW TO BECOME A JllAGIC
ent position of a good boxer. Every boy Everyone is desirous or knowing what Jiu.
-Conta.ining the grande>t assortwcint
magical illusions ever placed before t
ahould obtain one ot these useful and in- tutnre life will bring forth. whetber happines-s or ntl.llery, ll'ealtll or poTerty. You can
~tructive books, as it wUI teach you 1i.oiW' to
public. Also tricks with cards, incantation
tell by a glance at tllL9 ll'.tle boolt.. Bu7 one
etc,,
~ox without nn instrnctor.
convinced.
be
and
LOVE-LET·
WltITE
t ,;:;... 11. HOW TO
No. «. HOW TO WRITE IN AN A
Ne. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN DfTENTE.RS.-A most complete little book, containBUM.-A grand collection of Album Vers
!l.ng tull directions tor writing love·lf'tters, TOR.-EnTy boy should know how lnnnsuitable tor any time and occaalou, erqbra
and when to use them. gi'fing specimen let· tlons originated. This book explains them
Ing Lines of Love. Affection, Sentiment. II
nil, giving examples in electricity, hydraulics,
ters for young and old.
mor, Respect, and Condolence, also Vers
, No. 12_ HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO magnetilim, optics, pneumatics. ~.
for Va.lentines and Weddings.
Suitable
etc.
for
instructions
LADIES.-Giving complete
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK. _
No. 3".. HOW TO COUK.--One ot ....,e; most
writing letters to Indies on alt s ubjects; also
STREI. GUIDE A.ND JOKE BOO:i -Som
fnstrnctlTe books on cooking ever pwblished.
letters ot introduction, notes and requests.
thing new and very Instructive. Eiery b
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOQK OF It contains recipes tor cooking meats. fish,
should obtain this book, as it contains f
ETIQUETTE.-lt Is a great lite secret, an<I game, and oygters; also vies, puddings,
for orga.nizing an. amateur
instructions
grand
a
&D4
pastry.
of
kinds
all
and
cakes
know
to
one that every young man desires
atrel troune.
_
collection ot recipes.
all about. There's haI>tiiness in it.
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Police hunting for twelve-yearbld Mary Knipa found her in a
barrel of potatoes in the cellar of
Andrew Knmstar's home in Ma.nville, N. J. Potatoes had been
piled. about and above the girl to
eonceal her and she was unconscious and near aspbyixiation.
Kum.star and his wife were arrested and are in Somerset County
Jail charged with abduction and
contempt of court.
The girl says she was taken by
the Ku.mstars from an illinoic; orphanage with the consent of the •
institution several years ago, and
since then had been the drudge
of the family. Recently, in response to her complaints, she was
placed by the county court in the
temporary custody of Mrs. Clarence Olsen, a neighbor. She disappeared from the Olsen home a
few da.,ys ago.
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WORKER GETS $10.50.
Attracted by what at first appeared to be an ordinary dog
fight, Dick Catlett, twenty-ei.ght
years old, driver for the Wolk
Transfer Company, :Minneapolis,
Minn., found one of the belligerents to be a large timber wolf.
The wolf looked like a winner
in the fight and Catlett, who was
on his way to work, entered the
fray with" a bedpost he found at
the corner of Seventh and Lyndale Avenues North.
Thus reinforced, the dog won
the battle, and Cattlett, claiming
the trophy, reported at the office
of County Treasurer Henry Hanke
and drew $7.50 in bounty by way
of swelling his da.y's wages.
"What are you going to do with
that wolff" asked Miss Margaret
Kelly, assistant in the Treasurer's
office, as Catlett was leaving.
"Don't know; guess I'll thro"'
it away," was the answer.
"I '11 give you $3 for it," said
Miss Kelly promptly. "I want to
have the skin for a scarf."
"You 're on," said Catlett and
t.h.e deal was made.
'L
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BIG HAWK FIGHTS.
· ~ohn Fox of Junction City,
Kan., received a number of bad
cuts in one hand as the result of a
lght with a monster chicken hawk.
The hawk, an unusually large
Maek hied, ha.s been kilUng farm-
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ers' chickens in the Milford nejghborhood for years, but has always
proved gunshy and too wary for
the hunters who laid for him. Recently Fox and Joseph Moritz, <me
of the farmers who had lost runny
chickens through the hawk, were
driving along the road in the latter's car and saw the big hawk
ahead of them.
They chased him in the ma~ine
but he kept out of range until the
machine was put at full speed.
Running abreast with the flying
hawk, Moritz brought his car to a
sudden stop and Fox jumped cut,
shooting the hawk through the
wing.
When Fox attempted to
pick him up the big bird pnt np a
fight and finally had to be killed
before he could be toueb~d with
safety. He had a wing bprE;ad of
four fee~
--......

GAINED 25 POUNDS IN 2 MONTHS
SINCE
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a.P101Wtio.), -:vhose photo a~ a.t tlu left,
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A THREE -DAYS' VICTORY
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U11!RE are more Ietter9-YOluntary testimoniale. Th.oueh they are a amall fraction of the thousands and thousand.I
the~ are su1!!.cient to &how you what ma.r be expected alter the Tobacco Habit is ovel'oome within 72 hours, by the IUJllple Woods Methoi:

n -that can be produced,

"WMJe tMJdleeed to .._ tob,..eo Ila.bit, ev~ auacle and jeill.t
acbad and I had almost JPTen up buainML I waa . .or la
.. aalth. we4h1ns abeu1 138 11ounda. Now I 11111 w.U, welsh
1415 poanda and can work eT.,rY day. I haTa aevar w-tod te
ellew or .~ allleo followlac &l>o Wooda method."-A.. 1'.
Sbelton , (No, 19&000), PittsrlvaniA Co., Ya. (i'nll addresa on
application.)
''I have no era'lhls for tobaeeo; this I consider wonderful J:lter
havini uaed a plpo fer 15 year•. I baTe sl>ined u .,..,ads in
et 1111 7eara. To say
two montba, wll.1ch 14 very l'OOd at tbe
tllat the beaeftta r - •.:•-.! • 7 expPclAUona, is putting it mild!Y·
Anyone In doubt can refer to me."- J'olm Broche, (No. llill:ll!O) ,
Wa""llo Co,. Iowa. (Full address on application,)
..u1 had welshed . . lo-.T as ua poUllda, neTer got O't'er 1311 wb!le
1 UHd tolliacco. N - I welsh 1116 pound•. Ever yo ne wants to
kuow why I got ao fietdly; I t ell th e1n to f<>llow Edward J,
Wood•' 1r1ethod tor oTercomtns tobacee &lld find ont! '-W , S ,
(i'uU &<idreH Oil
Morgan, No. 11815 K), Cooke Co., Tex.
appllcat1<1n.)
"I •mokod for more than 20 :yea.r1 but now I am proud to say
that for tbe past nine month• I have no cra-.e for amollins; I
feel be'der •nd am salnills in weiet-t every month aiAce I
1topped."-WUI!am Crawte>rd, (No, 2Q6737), Philadelphia Co~
Penna. (Full address on application.)

"If"

"lla:T 8e<I bi..a ,.... I &:la feelias ftner •Yery day of my l i t not Uk~ tbo aaae .,enen. ":117 •Pl'etite lo better, and my
atomach I.a all rialLt, I ... uld out ill "'8lldlls bettor, my
voice la better -d •J' ltear' la • - • . - ." -Mrs. Mattie E, Stevenson, (Ne.. 230738), 8t. J'o&ui Ce~ Fla. (:Full addreaa oa appllentioa.)
.. Ban UM<l tebocee 1D all torma (moatly cbewin&') for 111
7eara, ua!ng about a plus ot tobacco a day. I becan tollowlns
7our Muthod on a l 'rld•y noon and alter that day t ho eravins
for toblMlee wu irene. I am nlw1.11 ready to praiae you and
the 100<1 work you are doing, I can also say that I have salnad
nine pounda in seven weeks, and feel llke • • - mau."-Robert
8 . Brown, (No. ~2) Worcester Co,, Masa. (Full addre.. on
appllcatlon,)
"lll¥ ham-• bun'& amokad a alasto clsaretto. and bsa no de1lre to amoke aince tollowiug {our m ethod ot qulttln&'- He
eYer MW him. 110 &'&lued eeY•
loek• ill<• a new ma.n-the best
eat.ea poaJ&da, and ta teellng llJ>e!'-MrlL Carl c. Roc,;ra, (No.
224300), lredlll Co., North Carolina. (Full addrell8 on appllcatlon ,)
"I wao ulall' about one po11ad &JLd a i.Mf of chewhts tob..,.,e
a wMI<, hot eince quitting t hrou gh vour ayatem, I ban satoed
abeu& 16 ponade, and lul.Ye bet~r hai.Itll b 7 far than before"W. 15. Powell No. US149), Harper Co., Okla, (Full a4dre•a aa
application.)

WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO QUIT TOBACCO QUICKLY AND EASILlj
AND ENJOY YOURSELF A THOUSAND TIMES BE1TER
WHILE IN ROBUST HEALTH?
Why continue to commit slow suicide, when you can live a
really contented life, if you only get your body and nerves
right? It is unsafe and torturing to attempt to rid oneself of
tobacco by suddenly stopping with "will power''~on't do it.
•
The correct way is to -eliminate nicotine poison from the system, and genuinely ov~
come the craving.
Tobacco is poisonous vid s~iously injures the health in several ways, eausi~
such disorders as ne1'V1lus dyspepsia, sleeplessness, gas belching, gnawmg or otheT
uncomfortable sensation in stoma.ch, constipation, headache, weak eyes, loss of vigor,
red !lpet.s On sk in, thr oat irritation, eatanh, asthma, bronchit:s, heart failure, melancholy, lung tl·ouble, innpure (poisoned) blood, heartburn, t or pid liver, l08s •f appetite.
bad t.eeth, foul breath.,; lassitude, lack of ambit ion, weakenin11: and
falling out of hair an.fl many ot her disorders.
, Over_come th a ~ peculiar n:!rvou.sness and craving for cigarettes,
Cliars, pipe, chev: mg toba:co or snuff.
Here is an oppo t unity to receive FRE E a car efully compiled
treatise on ihc. suhj ect, cunL'.l ni~1g rntcresting an<l v;:iluable information that you
Th;s book t ells all :1bom the r enowned Three Days'
~.would be glad to le. i;rn al.J(;uL
Method by.w1rid1 M r Nelsen, and. thousands and thousunds of ot hers, saved themselves
fr om the hfe-wrecki og tok.cco habit. Full particulars, including t he book on t Jbacco
and s11u1f habit, IVH L ue maiJe,1 FI '.En 'l'cJ YOu m plam \v.-.:.pper, po:st}J<U-i. , 41. :l!'i> :l

STOP RUINING
YOUR LIFE

FREE

I

_j Ed~~~dy !QVJ~
~

"I sleep well and have no m ore

rutless or ne ....ou11 feelhla. I am
paat anent1-etsat Jean of age,
and feel t!rut alnce a4optlns the
W oolla lletJlod. N

-.lella P. Jfoater (Plloto above)

CJYil War VeteraA

·d:;·~~l~;.st;ti~n F, Ne;Y;k~.N~i

Baldness 60 nays' Trial P1~~.~.E~!~
Conquered
I
th e rorrpct one, and is sanction(,] by t'be
best informed physicians and surgeons.
01~tmcnt~, ga. l'eJ ana other local appli·
eat10nA give only temporary relief.
If you h<l'/C plies In any form write for a

I
·

RECIPE MAILED FREE I
A Yeteran business man. almost' com·
pletely baid, who bad tried numerous
tonic", lotions, shampno.!I, etc., without
benell.t, came across an Indians' recipe by
which h• grew a complete crop of lwcur·
1&!1t ha.Ir that he now pos:1esses.
Others-men and women-haYe reported
IJ'ema.rkable hair r;rowth by the same
anethod. Whoever wishes the I'eclpe may
()btain lt tree by wrltinK to .John Hart
lBrlttain, BC-601, Station F, New York.
N. Y. Or the recipe with a testln: box
()f the preparation, postpaid; for 10 centa,
1ta.mps or silver. This Is a r;enulne otTer and
will prove to be Just what you have been
aeeldng. Sb.ow others thl• advertisement .

SUK~ L~u~ H~AL~O

It you suffer from Debility. NerTou11n ..11s, LL i'age,_M9A, P~ge S_uilcliug, li1arsball,_!'tficb,
Ineomnla, L&ck or Vtcor, Rh ..uma.ilm:n, I ,, ltc•U:Li. !U"• j ; li&Ao.L'l'Jtc. llll:b.oo.1 r. A:;J.J
l«::our.o ""'''"'· •ctift, eh .. rl1tl 111<1 cnthu"''ti"·
Lumbago, Lame Back. Poor Circulation,
•t :put wN.kn...• b7 tal<l.01: .'l ...
Dyspepsia, kidney, liver, bladder weak· Sh•k• ell th•t~•s!Jaci:teo
"7oadortu.I 4&· bo11r "':•di~•· Dur.,.-w,
ness, or any trouble due to low vltallty, in 'lab!ots,
7
n!a~~::!:!.' rooord. $1
'~1;~,;~~·:;_dh~~
i:;':"bo~~
&bout
all
telllng
•end for our Free Book
a-.
the genuine Sanden Eh;ctrlc Belts and b.ow 1111 cHDllCAL co~ Dort. a. PlttllllltJo
no
wlth
trial,
they are sold on i& days'
cost to you unlese you are a.bsolutelv saU.11.ed. Price $4.85 up. Tll.111 {• an opportunity you should not mlsa. You a.re fully Insured against fallu~ and. take no nllk
It this should reach the ey9 of a wife,
wh;i.tever. The Sa.nden Hercules Belt Is
the best In the world and our olrer Is abso· mother or friend of llOme coed man who
lutely genuine. Write tor Free Book to· clrlnka liquor to exe<!118 and cannot over..
come the self-rulnlnr; habit. let her writ•
d&y. Addresa:
Ediw.r.d .T. Wooda, DE-601. Station :S-0
mmc:m.ac•.HH ar.M1n7.ScwY ork<Dctt.L) to
New Yor)l, N. T., for contldentlal lnfor"'
matlon which I• likely to bring a .c om..
olete victory over the drink habit. Adv't..

D t..ra. Ulcers~ Jlnlar.nd Veiu. J:cuma be&ln
tor book ' 'llgiw ta lh&l Ml
l• 7ou. work~ Write
0
Deaa:ilH 1aur cut.
• Lap ai Heme.
AWHUO. Ullwaukeo. WI•
c. L~EPE. 1417 llrHft

C
...

FREE sa.:npie or Page's Pil~ Tablet5 a.nd
I you will bless the day that vou read this
•
·
Write to-day.

•air

I

To theWUe of
One who Drinks

OVERS DUID£,v.l1Etsy1tt1dttll1rr11ea

........ , .. ,,t~uo•»-r.i.vt... an .. W••••.ir-.•·B••

nr-t•.mac...

~ »....W ~ J:ltr ..... WIMk• •'- ..
M•w .. OaM1'•r.t.a..Ui.t....... ei.WtaQ1f•'IW • f1',il._

••....,....-.~~~tliMnrs.10C P OSTPAle
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1

Y.~Nli.EE

PUB. CO., TILTO!\, N. H •

PERSONAL-ContiDued

D

LE

UAIUIY: llANY lllCH. P&n!m!a.rs t~r slulp. Kiii.
~~. SG:ll __W. Holden St .. S.euUe, Walh..
If YClU WlllH. a P<e\tl u~ wo&lth7 wlfo, wrl!JI -

'::J::

1
B~"C1~~:1 ..::~ o~ wW &1111NI.
1.:r1~~~:rQu~1.
Write to Rikrr 11 Ki•t. AJ11ertimt Ofji,c,s, 118 l ' I 21tk Str<el . :VeflJ York City, !JAXl!Y IF LONELY. lll"8t 011ecessful "'Hoaae lCr.ker...
; de1erlptlen1 free..
11r S Seuth W11b•slt Ave""'· Cl:icat•, for particulars aboal 1t1ir:ertisi·'..:f__'• et.is t•11tni1!a. Jlm1<lrcd' rkt:: cgo:OdeuU al; r~lia.hle55G,
Oakland, Cal.
'"Th• Sue<'.es5fu) Clu b."' .P. 0 . !lox
'"/TED
.;
cmt!Gmen dosll•
W
and
Ir.din
HELP
Add,..,..,,
~=••.
l.lARllY:
EFFICIENCY
TO
AIDS

AN EXP'EllT PENMAN. New de•IQ9 culllos Joli? LADIES WANTED, ud ~! ~i . •,o. i. a4drto.I o••I·
Correct.I your w:-i ti!ll in one weeit. Ne failure..
opae and m...U airertill.Ui! 1· · ~.· a t ho•• fer lu1e
umplete eutll».• )'ree. 'W rite. Perteet Pen:na.uAl.p la· a.ail G-rd•r Ann•. apan v
Can mate
..,,, t..J.me.
1tlt?1.t•. 3t . St. Louis.
$10 to $35 wtb. Ne car.,~· ·r eXP?tlence i.quh:M .
~ta:e.
WRITE THE WORDS fOR A SIJNQ. We r°'IH peems. Book enl1.l.Ds entrrthtnl' : t~h1, · .,;··1. h· <:OlO! _
__
•n._:,_N_._H_._
w:itc !Pl\lsjc aa.d auarantee ta secure puaUcat:oa. Sut»- etc. '\\'a.rd Pub. Co .. Dex 7~ ·:··:_
1'5C.
Studin.
Broadway
1ubj1et.
ai;y
ou
.Ut J>Oa.m8
WANTiD -S;.rJes, 1rtJelo11 ;... li'•.:o t07 n Hf Jft&1&:•1t11.
J"lUrer:\ld ilu.ild.tnc. Ne" Yerk.
YS3.
ha!ldwrtttell
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~,z
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io.~e.
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on
We p&y
Writ.. 6n wordJI wlt.b one dip. acceptnbli". Send MS. to '\ .,)b]~:.:.·,, Na. · ou ~ l liartM:i.D•.
i'H"°fl>IP P i:NS.
lla:ap!a 5 eta. J..,.I», G2 St;rmeur St., New Brlt&lli. Dftk 1059. Wub!11:gto?1. i>. ' .
ei.
-.-r-.v- c- ·a-A-HD DHECTIVES
IECR£T SERVICE oi-EllA
AGENTS
a.re 1a Q.eaaud.. Ram bis JDooe1. 'l'nn~ t'YeJTLe&.-!l thi! profn.s[• '.1 by
J'ate1nn t!n,C" wtJr!.
AGENTS, :mAltt bl& pro~! oelllnc our oxt.ra<ls. per. where.
A.moz1: &u s~heel of
.P3.t1lr1: 1 .. r"'ll tr•.
tum.ea. ~ld e.ru.a'J, fac• pewdert, spices, me?tileines, hom• t!Jtud1.
Mich.
Detroit.
'tJ.
t.
l>f11
territory;
rrtm.J.n.oloa.
N .; be•utitu1 hil'D-crll.J.11 line ; exclusin
lAcultan Co., D•pt.. %59, St. 8£ A D£TECTfVt:. . Op~rtuntty fet' .nun and we.. en
p.mple H&» 1r...
ii.outs, llo.
fer 1ecret lm~ticaU•n l.u Y"tl:f fllistrlct. Wrltt C. T.
AGEttTS--Maneluu s dye soap; brilliant fa&t coh>rs: Ludwlr. 6::1 WanoY<r .11114., Ku'""" C\tiJ. l&.o.
ulck, bJi p-oiG.u: $15 WHk iy on repeat ortlers: wotu1D
13 needed for Oonm·
llL!·89YS
b:l!lud; t..U,J rt'f\llt.rly: Eupti&n Queen D71 Soap a llEN-WOMEN·\ll
nae.11t t>Mltioas . $Si ..'$l.50. .Bxr:wrrin.~.fl u~c:n.a.ry. Lbt
WOt\d tr ; Q..JH al.Lt, cotten. woail en• rnh1.u.t1 ; &b:!olutelT •veninp
l'reo. Write, 0•&11Ut. H,, St. Louis. Rt
4\tf't ~reut : lteautitul cetera. U%bt or dart : n• bei\larz;
wtll u•t 11t&1D. ha.sub; perfect ruultl: IW tIJ>el'i•nee nec- f'Jm'h•rt .. r1 J:x:11miuat!on1.
eMae.rJ: all or spare time ; write t:.-day ; wonderful offer ; DETECTIVES earn b°le- l"l!Gn~1. TTanl. be tzu:lepend:eut,
easl1J teamed. Wrtte 1ohnaoR's J>eMC'tlt• Sdlnl.. :2SJ
•ther nht&bl., produ.ctl. Add.rets Peerless Prttd\;eto Co.•
Sheldon ..lfe .• Orand Bapld:J, li!leb. Dosi< D .
Z>tpt. !St~ . 118 W. J:\Ckwn :H:oulenrd, CMc•:tt. Ill.
TllllFF!C INl\IPECTOllll: Spltncllcl 1>01 aaol
RAILWAY
PICTURES
ART AND DEN
U?'lltlllltod a.df&llffo'1ranl tt detired..
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•Rll!:HTAL DANCEi!: 1111 don real Salo- •Iulo. taent. No are UmJt. Tb,.. mentM' heao ms.d1. SltIowa.
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Int Im~tuts. Bull'alo. N. Y .
BUlllto.n Compaa1. BaTn.. Cl.f"1 . Tow a .
$5.25 FOR AN EYIU<!Hl'S H-• W..t. Lulrl&di• M
COINS AND STAMPS
lt •II. Jo'n <'. Hahn, Cullo•, DI.
8TAll l'll: 1G5 mlnd. l11el. Chlaa. 1te., 2 d1.; Al•Ul
Col(5tt p\tlllrt• I. s <U. Bullord. No. 20. Sta • ..l. Jlot '.OD. FlllEMEN, Butraetl, B aa-1....n, $140-$200.
ored Pertff8. bJ nitroada ••~rJ'WtMN. •xperte11e9 \Ul"'
fCEE-25 dllr. Canadian 111.a•!>I to &PlltH&I theet neetH&l'f'. l&l Ay. P. ..ireau , East 8t. Lau». tl!J:.
t.p?Jtlcauts. Boblnson, Box 1173, Wlnnlpec. Cauada.
FRE E. pa_eket of coed ttUll:De\ to alt appro·uJ applicaata
MUSICAL
Mndlal' r•fereDe~. Kobius B01lt EtaP9rl"m.. WlnDipt&',
Y~a..
WlllTE THE WO ll DS FIR A SONI!. Wt Wtl~ miale,
~ub~lt PMSJ on
&cHPt~!t8 .
JMU;U&ll~r·s
ruarantff
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15'
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eaalJ. )\obtm:11tn, Ber 1':'1'3. 'Vlnt'l!tMtr. Caaacl&..
111<1.i war<b to-day. 'lbea&I
IU&rHtM pub!leatlon.
FOR THE HEALTH
Morttn, m ••.,,., llfoeli:. Cbloa19.
, .[ 0 . REYH OLDS. "h• w•irh•d 240 Iba.. was ..,,.. WiiiTFTHI: WOl!OS FOii A 80111. 'II'• rotlM _,.;_
h not11e, &llit11 an;J uaeom.:ortP.ble. nciw.l"ed hll we-lrht
write auale aad SUUU.\SM .. 19C11N .U' lf"'Atioa. Su•.. lT• lht. at Utt Of On(l pound tiallJ "1 UllftC 011 Of
-ru •11 an)' au•l•••· .,......,. 1111&.u.o. inc.
Coretu. OLtmaDl• st bi.:.e' d..n&C at.cru f!Hl'J'W. .H la Jall
1'1ttaerald lhrildin•. New Tork.
-'"1erie1S.
.
THE "F LU" 1! comlQC back. Laat year 1t ktllM . _
PERSONAL
WHks t h au were ldlled 1n Butep• dvlq Ut.•
1:1 &
Lnrn haw to nold tt. It CC3ta J'•ll notb1a(.
WIT.
,..Mtt RIY'r ~K~ •.\'irtori• . B. C.
iii l'IO WING NAILS AND CHILBLAINS CURED. Ne
k't'tt•. no J)Aia. Bem~les sold nu trial .,,,tct ullef.
•ttte S\acene 'Katon. Dept. 5!\. Jlrandan , • 0r..oa.
hu~d.
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Sweetheui~1 M.aru.ia•,
iu Mrl.r m&rri•I"• 2~ eta.
naroe.1 Cit.T. hwa.
llAllnY: Wnllh. Boauiy, Ladln list.Id t'rM. L&?P
llllatTim•ni•l paper free tor stamp. Cupid•• ~Ptn.

Ph-.enJx . .Ar1r.ou•-.:· - - -- - - - - - - - - - -

MAfiRY:fi~;,.:1. nd~ coa:enial people, w.ui ftea
SI.OH to ~SO.'J6U cMk:lll.'! early 1n:.1.rriaae. d19e7iptlon..
llh•toa. !ntI'id•Jetions free. Sealed. ~ther sex. S•n4
nu ll10ncy. A ddreu Standard Cor. Cb;.~. Or&Ja!&ke, IU.

SCIENTffIC
YOUR LIFE STOllY le the stars. Send birth date nil
dime f•r trial TH.dint. !·:dcl)' , S.(O East 55lb. Chtcan
'
U. 8. A .. .Aputrnent. 13.
WHAT HA·S- 1!170 IN STOR!;; FOR YOU. ZAHCIGll
11
1
lo·..!~m~i::~ :f;~•ls!~~d~na'ie ~ bi~. ·-:~to~:·!:~:!:

1'ou 2:t etq. tlau1()'1. ZanclJ;'l Atudio. Asbury Park. N. J.
AST R(I LOGICAL llEAD!NG clnn with ll[e7 to B"~w,·
worth $1. 10 cits. Joseph Dann. .A.4.. 123 Wei;j
}(adia•n. CWcaio, Ill.

MISCELLAN EOUS
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. Wo 1'8Yl10 ........
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1nd auarauteo to u.:;un pubUeau.,1"'" .:t\.d-•re&dwa:r Stutllcs 165C
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!nr. New York..
KODAK1o. .•• ; lfow WQuld you Un "' cat • s.u ...
luPment of 70ur hos! noptlft lrMt Drop ua & card
IUIU """' &aldnc abo1tl IL J'llnu dntloped at \0 ct&.
per NII. prinU 3 tla., { and 5 eta. ucb. Satisfaction
J'ori*t l'otG StucUo. l:Uen!bUlf, Wuh..
paraatftd.
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Jlaltlnlont, Md.

GENUINE lllDIAN BASKETS-Wno1 ...., •ll<I _
Oata)t>JUe. Gfll\am. Rtr.hl~ncl :;r;1rnr~. ("a1.

a~s. tfoJf.J;U :.~! ~."."\u~~~~~~n~~Lm. Cat1lel
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elnaatJ.. O.
FREE. S.Dd 10 eta. for coin Cllldo and c•t ol<I eolll
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Bew11ie Slender!
LookYo~er!
Fat Fol ks:Wok ia your lllirnn t Stu&lf Y•"'91f tll
it ia the mo'rieeP Yoo woolcl
How -1c1
make awkward beroee or heroiaa, wouldn't youP
lmqiae yourself takllif the parta of Conataacc Tai·
me4ce, Alice Bracly, Doaflaa Fairbub , Wm. S. Hart.
May Pickford, or ury of dao other utne ull 4oli4M·
&I ...... stan. Not • cJauoc t
It ii die •am• ia yoar own 1p1aer. of life; tlto
11eader men ..d w-ea with lithe, appaliaf aad
act.ivo form• tet fint -.idorat ioa wbea aaerff,
attneti•..... ud coed be.Ith are ia ~cl.
There'• a way te make year mirror tell a dif..
fermt atery, t&ere'1 a way ' to becomo •• appeal•
ia~ traecful and delightfu lly vivacioa1 1 H your
iavori&o oi dao movia. ••~• 1~ 1r-f.U7.

1••

Start Reduc:ing To-day!

•

be bud te reallM
suffer through
,.. -- - -fully Why
• ht unu::e
$100 Guarant ee Itthat1DU
at Jut you bave found
a ha.rd a.nd p&lntul
eig
Lose W
a41pos1Q' tbt bu
me
burden.e.
the
otr
cast
to
way
a
ot becoming slender a.nd 1111pple? Why re11ort

' proee••

•?
to Injurious th y roi d, sa.I UI and other drastic purgative
Why weakentn s sweat.9 ! Why be compelled to lace
yountelf into walla or corset or
belt di.comfor t ? Reduce irra.cefully lly the Koreln sY'tltem while
recalnln,; health and prolon&inlr

lite.

B1~me

Milda' an4

so!

s~

l'OU In clutches of despair.
· But you 98.ve cot to be convtne.d wti.e:a 3'0'ltoknow
the
that lt you do not reduce
extent you wis h, 10 to 40 poundlJ,,
0 11 mo"', by folio~ tile llimpM
rules of the Korein 11YRtem. the
money you spend for Oil ol. Xorehl
will be refunded.
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Reduce Your Weight Hap pily
wear the rrtYll•ll
Prepare to
clothN made only for women who a.re 11lender and attractt-re. Prepare to co about utonlllbl nc your friends
wit h a beautifull y lithe ftgu"'· a eparkllnf
v ivacity and the health of a ma.ldenho ocl
raiowed. Follow Xonia ~ new.

WOMEN

You need JJOt be enTlous any
loncer ot •lender, actl,,e men.
not take a back seat while they
need
You
cet ahud of you ln busineu and aoclal
the ctr! you Wllllt or the
winninc
life.
•ucceu you crave. Get a box of 011 of
Kon&a at a t1ru1 1tore, or order by malL

MEN

Be Thi n-L ive 14>nger

a year may be reckcnecl for eYBM'
l'at robe people of years of llf-. ln many caau
1on1. t>ang-er11 to lie areaded are llearc
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